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Our tallost president was Abraham Lincoln who was 6 feet 4
Inches and weighed 180 pounds.
Smallest was James Madison
who was 5 feet 4 inches and
weighed 100 pounds. Heaviest
president was William Howard
Taft who was six feet tall and
weighed 340 pounds.
4
Sonsobody has figured out the
receipe for "elphant omelet".
One elephant makes enough
meat for 12,000 cans.

WASHINGTON (UN) —
Former President Dwight D.
Eisonhowor sufforod "numerous" hoart muscle flutters
during the night, doctors announced today. He remained
in extremely critical condition.
Walter Rood Hospital, In a
medical bulletin Issued at
10:30 a.m. EDT. said an sloericel paciimakor had boon "ineffective" In regulating Bisonhowor's heart rhythm, and
had been removed.

An appreciation dinner for
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Woods is
being planned for September
12 by the civic clubs and organizations of Murray and Calloway County.
The dinner will be held at
7:00 p.m. at the Kenlake Hotel.
Hiram Tucker, Murray businessman and long-time friend of
Dr. Woods, was originator of
the idea of a city and countywide appreciation dinner.
After 23 years of service as
president, Dr. Woods became
Art Buchwald, syndicated col"President Emeritus" July 1,
lumnist, says the most importJ. W Page of 608 Ellis Drive 1968.
ant question to come out of
celebrated his 95th birthday
the recent Republican conventDuring his presidency, the
Saturday, August 17. No formal
ion at Miami was whether or
celebration was held, but hit enrollment of Murray State has
beat
could
Gallup
slot George
children and other relatives increased from 565 in 1945 to
Lou Harris. Ah come on you
to wish him a happy 7,017 last September. It has be-called
know, Gallup poll, Harris poll,
come a thriving state university
birthday.
get it?
Mr. Page is known to many with magnificent buildings, an
parents and children of Mur- enlarging campus, and a natW. miintionod the other day
ray and Calloway County as in ionally respected faculty and
that one vote resulted in Englater life he served as custod- staff. Dr. Harry M. Sparks belish being adopted as the officat the Murray Training came president in January,
ian
ial language of America and
and later at the Carter 1968.
School
that only one vote was all that
The Murray Chamber of ComElementary School before his
stood between it being German
retirement at about the age of merce is coordinating the disgr English.
tribution of tickets for the din85.
He and his wife, the former ner. Each participating club or
until
We didn't know it either
Laura Cochran, will celebrate organization is handling t he
we read it. But it seems that
69th wedding anniversary dinner reservations for its memtheir
about the time of the American
on December 24 of this year. bers who desire to attend.
Revolution the feeling was runAn outstanding speaker is bewere married by the late
between They
high
pretty
ning
Squire Swann in a buggy at ing secured for the banquet, and
America and England. Lot of
Lynn Grove. Their attendants music will be provided by the
folks were all for severing all
Nettie Cochran and Ada Music Department of the Murwere
ties with Mother England, even
ray Woman's Club.
Cochrum.
to switching to a new Language.
After their marriage Mr. and
Page resided in Grave.
afher• were a whole passel of Mrs.
for about ten years.
Germans in America at that- County
to their former
moved
They
just
was
drafted
time so a bill
Avenue in MurMiller
on
home
to present to Congress to make
was employed
Page
Mr.
and
ray
German the official language of
with the Oscar Holland Transthis new nation.
port Company for many years
he became custodian at
By golly it came to a vote in before
11urary Tr )i• ins_Scsocl
tht
was
vote
the
and
our Congress
Mr. Page who was born in
tied, all except for one fellow
is the"son of the late Mr.
1873
who was the son of a German
Johnny Page of GraVMrs.
and
Three persons were injured
Oiramigrant. He had the power to
County. Mrs. Page who was in -a two car accident on Sunday
Make the language English or es
1877 is the daughter of at 4:42, p.m. at the intersection
German. He cast the deciding born in
the late Mr. and Mrs. Van Coch- of North 16th Street and the
vote in favor of English.
ran of Calloway County.
Highway 121 Bypass, according
The Page couple lived on to the report filed by the inIf he had voted the other way,
Street before moving to vestigating officers-oif the Murthis country would have been Poplar
Drive to be near the ray Police Department,
Cull of Herrs and Fraus, Kna- Ellis
and Poplar Church of
The injured persons were
ben und Frauleins, und Guten Seventh
Christ where they attended Ronnie N. McNutt of 528 SOuth
Ich
und
Gute,
and
Morgan,
worship services.
7th Street, Murray, Terry Wayne
weiss nicht was soll es bedeuMr. and Mrs. Page have two Tucker and Phyllis Tucker, both
ten das Ich so trau Ich bin,
daughters, Mrs. Tommy (Hilda) of Hardin.
l und so weither.
Lavender and Mrs. Thomas
Officials at the Murray-Callo(Mildred) Bell, both of Murray. way County Hospital said McWe are glad that the fellow
have one grandson, Jerry Nutt had multiple contusions
voted to speak English. because They
and one great and abrasions to the forehead,
Lavender,
Don
most any other language is easMark Lavender, both left leg, and back; Terry Wayne
grandson,
ier to learn than English. We
Calvert City.
Tucker had abrasions to the
have been out of school for at of
Mr. Page walked downtown right knee and elbow; and Phylleast a year or two and we are
from their home on Ellis Drive lis Tucker had abrasions to both
stall wrestling with the languntil about two or three months knees. They were treated at
uage.
ago. Mrs. Page is able to be up the emergency room of the hosbut her eyesight is pital.
'WI know a multi-lingual family and around,
They live alone and
her.
failing
Police said McNutt, driving a
here in Murray and we asked
they were certainly proud 1964 Pontiac two door hardtop
what language they speak in said
be occupying one of the a- owned by Nuel McNutt, was gotheir home. We use the lang- to
in the Murray Hous- ing south on 16th Street, stopppartments
is
expressive
most
uage which
located in the south ed at the sign at the Bypass,
Unit
ing
for what we wish to say was the
part of the city of Murray.
failed to see Tucker, driving a
reply.
The Ledger & Times congrat- 1968 Mustang two door east on
ulates Mr. Page on his 95th the Bypass, and started on astatements
Fiat, declarative
birthday and wish for him and cross the intersection.
call for English. Differences in
his wife many more years of
Damage to the Tucker car
talkfast
opinion which call for
happiness as they look forward was on the complete front end
si,Ing in possibly Italian, and the
to the celebration of their 69th
the comlanguage of love, German, wedding anniversary in Decem- and to McNutt car on
plete right side, according to
French or Italian.
beL
the police report.
Americans are becoming more
and more aware of the necessity of learning another language The world is shrinking.

J. W.Page Observes
His 95th Birthday
Last Saturday

Spanish should be a natural for
Americans with the enormous
Vanish speaking area to our
south. Possibly French should
be next with French speaking
people in our own country and
a large French speaking area
to the north This does not preclude German which intrigues
us, and Italian.
This 1964 Pontiac cam* to ripst off the road at the Intersection of North 16th and Highway 121 Bypass after a collision with a 1968 Mustang. There persons were injured, including the two drivers.

Sixteen Cited By
The Murray Police

e
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Seventh grade orientation will
be held at 9:00 a.m. on Thursday. August 22, in the Murray
High School Auditorium, according to Eli Alexander, principal. Registration for the
Seventh grade will be held
Thursday. August 22, at 1:00
p.m.
All Murray High School students, grades 8-12, will assemble in the auditorium at 8:30
a.m. on Friday, August 23 for
the opening exercises. This assembly will feature Max Hurt,
a prominent citizen of Murray
and Calloway County, and the
former National Vice-President
of the Woodmen of the World,
as guest speaker. Brief remarks
v.:ill be made by Superintendent
Fred Schult, and Student Council President Kathy Rowlett.
After the opening exercises, the
students will go to their homerooms to receive their class
schedules and complete registration.
Students will attend on a halfday schedule for the first two
day's. However, the afternoons
will be set aside for taking class
pictures, purchasing textbooks,
and paying course fees. The
schedule for taking class pictures will be as follows: Friday,
August 23, 1:00 p.m. — 7th
The Murray City Schools will grade; 2:00 p.m. — 8th grade.
initiate Instructional Television Monday, August 26, 1:00 p.m.—
in the elementary and junior Juniors; 2:00 p.m. — Sophomores; and 3:00 p.m. — Freshhigh school classrooms.
September, men.
in
Beginning
The school lunch room will
state-wide broadcasts from the
Kentuclsy Authority for Educa- be open for students starting
tional Television will originate on Tuesday, August 27. Stuin Lexington, Kentucky, and dents will be dismissed at 230
will be utlized for instruction on Tuesday. The first full day
in the classrooms throughout of school will be on Wednesday, August 28 with dismissal
Kentucky.
Two teams of teachers and time at 3:10 p.m. Football seafaculty from the Murray City son tickets for Murray High
Schools attended workshops this students will be sold at the
summer for the purpose of school on a date to be announelearning how to use instruct- ed later.
ional television most effective- The school does not sell inly in the classroom.
These teams were as follows:
Eli Alexander, Mrs. Georgia
NOW YOU KNOW
Wear and Mrs. Bonnie Jones,
attending the MUST Institute
at Murray State University; and by United Press International
Mrs. Eula Mae Doherty, Mrs.
Peggy Wilson, and Mrs. PauThe .earliest known wholly
line Bryant attending the NDEst glass objects are beads from
Educational Media Institute at Egypt dating from about 2,500
the University of Louisville.
B.C.

State Fair
Winners Are
From Here

Golden Wedding Anniversary

surance, however, it does mass
this service available to students by means of a group plan.
All students who participate in
school activities such as athletics, physical education classes,
band, cheerleading, debate or
speech, etc., are encouraged to
make use of this service.
This insurance covers the student going on a direct route
from home to school, during
the school day and when he is
on a school trip under the supervision of a school sponsor.
The cost of this insurance is
$2.00 per student. The insurance
may be purchased in homeroom
on Monday morning, August 26.

New Book
Sales Set At
Murray High
Murray High School students
may purchase new textbooks in
Room 203 on Tuesday, August
20, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Students must purchase new
textbooks for the following subjects: English Grammar (9-12),
Speech, French HI, Spanish II,
Business Arithmetic, and Biology. Workbooks or laboratory
manuals must be purchased new
for the following courses: English Grammar (9th grade only),
Biology', World History, American History, American Government, Sociology', French I,
French II. Geometry' (9th grade
only), General Business, BookScience,
Physical
keeping,
Chemistry, Physics, Arithmetic
7, Health 7. and Arithmetic 8.
New books may also be purchased on Friday, August 23,
and on Monday. August 26 from
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. each day.
The Student Council is sponsoring a used book sale today
from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m and
on Tuesday from 9:00 am. to
2:00 p.m. in Rooms 101 and
102. All money or books not
sold by the Student Council
must be picked up on Tuesday,
August 20 from 3:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m.
Books that are not available
at the used book sales may be
purchased at the new book
sales

Murray B&PW Club
Hears Talk By
District Leader
Mrs. Alda Clemens of Paducah was the guest speaker at
the meeting of the Business
and Professional Women's Club
held Thursday evening at the
Murray: Woman's Club House.
The speaker, director of District I of the B&PW Clubs, gave
highlights of the national convention in Minneapolis, Minn.,
held July 21-25.
Miss Ruth Parsons. parliamentarian of the Paducah club,
gave pointers on parliamentary
procedure.
Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker, state
world affairs chairman and
member of the Murray Club,,,
attended the national convention at Minneapolis. The Murray president, Mrs.
Odelle Vance, presided at the
meeting Mrs. LaVanch Turner
was accepted as a new member
of the club.
Mrs Vance announced that
the Murray club again sponsored a delegate to the Kentucky
Youth Conference held in July
at Richmond.
In charge of the arrangements for the evening were
members of the membership
committee, Mrs. Grace Robbins,
chairman, Mrs. Kathryn Kyle,
and Miss Doris Rowland.
Three other guests attending
the meeting were Mrs. Tennie
Triplett. Miss Margaret McNamee, and Miss Sharon Claunch.

The Murray Fire Department
answered a call this morning at
7:05 to the Tennessee Valley
Authority Substation located
west of the Murray Moose Lodge
on North 18th Street.
Firemen said a circuit breaker had shorted out and the current was off in the area ?or a
Several persons from Murray
short time. The firemen stood
by until the fire was under con- • and Calloway County have been
winners in various classes at
trol.
Fair, LouisSaturday at 940 p.m. the fire- the Kentucky State
men were called to the Murray ville.
The lists, includes the followMotel on North 4th Street
where a short circuit occurred ing local persons:
Mr. and Mri. Barte
Tobacco, Open Classes—Dark
to a fluorescent sign.
Robert (Frances)i rances) Carlton of CoBrenda
Suiter will
Burie
Firemen said no damage was tobacco, stripped leaf,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
lumbus, Ohio; Mrs. Claude
tobacco, thin
dark
Hazel;
Erwin,
the
in
was
wedding
fire
golden
The
reported.
elebrate their
brown leaf, Carmon Parks, Mur- anniversary with an open house (Nell) Ramsey of Dearborn,
ofice area.
ray; dark tobacco, wrappers, at their home. 103 South 12th Mich.; Mrs. Gordon (Annie)
Max Parks, Murray; dark tobac- Street. Murray, on Sunday. Aug- Chester of Benton; Ray Suiter
of Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Bill (Loco, green, types 35 and 36, Bill ust 25.
is) Gibson of Garden City,
Ed Murdock, Murray; best crop
All relatives and Immediate Mich.; Mrs. G. C. (Sue) Van
dark tobacco, types 22 and 23,'friends are invited to call beUnit.d Sr... Internattonal
James Erwin, Hazel, growing tween two and four p.m. Chil- Arman of Milan, Mich.; James
tobacco plant, dark tobacco, Car- dren of the Suiter couple will Suiter of Murray; Mrs. James
(Glenda) Newsome of FarmingInternational
mon Parks, Murray.
by United Press
be hosts for the open house.
ton.
—
Holsteins
—
Cattle
Dairy
Tuesday.
Mostly fair through
The Suiters were married
The golden anniversary couHigh both days 90 east to 97 Jerry Pat St,ark, Murray,. jun- August 24, 1918, at Paris, Tenn.
ple also have sixteen grandchilwest. Low tonight 68 east to ior champion; Glen McCuiston, Their attendants were two couKeith Carlton of
Murray, senior and grand cham- ples, Max Hurt and Mavis Mc- dren 'who are
77 *est.
pion; Steve McCuiston, heifer, Cuiston, and the late Euin Doug- Ohio, Glenn Carlton of Nashville, Tenn., Billy Ramsey of
The Oaks Country Club will
senior yearling, blue ribbon.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
las and Hazel Nanney, Both at- California, Joan and Ronnie
hold its regular ladies day golf
ex—
electric
Club
Four-H
LOITISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
tendant couples were later mar- Ramsey of Michigan, Pvt. E2
on Wednesday, August 21, with
The five-day Kentucky weather hibits — Table lamp, first year, ried.
Cheryl Chester of Fort Sam tee off time at nine si.M. Anna
Pauoutlook, Tuesday through Sat- blue ribbon, Jimmy Burkeen,
former
the
is
Suiter
Mrs.
urday.
Murray; pin-up lamb, second la Ray, daughter of the late Houston, Texas, Bobby Chester Mae Owen will be golf hostess.
of Benton. T,arrv and Valerie
Marilyn McCuiston and Helen
Temperatures will average 4 year, blue ribbon, Kerry Stein, R. L and Nannie Ray. Mr SuitSuitePaelette and
be the hostesses
normal
Murray.
degrees
above the
to 8
er, a retired farmer: is the son Michele Gibson of Michigan, Brandon will
85-90 highs and 61-70 lows.
Four-H Club, public speaking, of the late J: 0. and Eunice
for the ladies day luncheon.
Sondra Van Arman of Michigan,
Rainfall will be less than
Please make reservations by tojunior division, Becky Burrhett, Suiter.
Kim and Craig Suiter of Murtenth of an inch in widely scat- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clinhave
night (Monday) for the lunchSuiter
Mrs.
Mr. and
ray,
and
New
and
Brad
Sherry
tered afternoon showers. "
ton Burchett of Kirksey.
eon.
eight children woo are Mrs. some of Farmington.

Oaks Country Club
Plans Ladies Day

When will America learn that
too many people in most any
movement are self-appointed
leaders who are going along
or the ride.
Hickory leaves are losing their
green appearance and are taking on a parched look. A brittleness will soon become a characteristic of all leaves as they
prepare to depart from their
temporary home to add to the
humus and feed the trees from
%%hell they sprang

Letter To Editor

Fremen Answer
Calls On Weekend

Both Arthur J. Kennedy, 54,
and Walter Meredith, 48, were
returned to St. Louis hospitals
Saturday and Sunday', after they
were injured in a small plane
accident on Friday afternoon about 2:30.
Kennedy: suffered a fractured back and possible internal
injuries and Meredith suffered
about the same injuries. Two
young people, Donna Meredith,
13, daughter of Walter Meredith the pilot, was not injured
and Ted Pauli, 9, relative of
Meredith was only slightly injured.
The accident occurred as the
Cessna 172-H was coming in
for a landing on the airstrip
near Eggner's Ferry Bridge. Apparently the plane was too high
and the pilot was attempting to
gain altitude for a second landing when trees blocked his path.
He stalled the plane and pancaked in an open area.
Kennedy is Director of Welfare for the city of St. Louis
and he had boarded the singleengine aircraft in St. Louis.
The other occupants were from
Edwardsville, Illinois.

Registration For Murray
High School Is Announced

Referendum Called
On Assessment Of Murray Schools To
Milk For Production Have Instructional
TV For This Year

Sixteen citations were issued
by the Murray Police DepartKentucky Commissioner of
ment on Saturday and Sunday,
J. Robert Miller has
Agriculture
according to the department recalled a referendum Septemcords.
ber 21 among Kentucky dairy
They were three for no operfarmers on the question of an
failure
for
one
ator's licenses,
assessment on milk produced
to have car inspected, two for
commercial sale. Enabling
for
unnecessary noise, one for
for the measure was
legislation
speeding, three for driving
passed by the 1968 General Aswhile intoxicated, four for pubsembly.
lic drunkenness, one for improAccording to Commissioner
for
one
and
per registration,
Miller, all Calloway County
reckless driving.
dairymen who produce milk for
sale to a commercial firm and
those who share in the proceeds
will be eligible to vote in the
'referendugi. Voting time will
be between the ,hqurs of 9:00
The . 1968 "Laker" annuals a.m. and 4:00 p.m. It the Callowill be on sale Thursday and way County: Courthouse.
' The balloting will be under
Friday. August 22 and 23.
of
Ctiloway County High School the supervision of personnel
students may pick up their an- the Kentucky Department 01
nuals in the lobby of the school Agriculture. A simple majority
between nine a.m. and three is required for passage of the
referendum.
p.m.
Funds collected under the assessment will be administered
by the American Dairy Association of Kentucky. The ADA
has been certified by the KenDear Editor:
AgriculI want to commend Attorney tucky State Board of
agency to handle
Robert Miller for his courage- ture as the
ous speech -pertaining to law the program.
The assessment funds are to
and order. I think he expressed
openly what so many of us be- be used to promote the sale
prolieve secretly. I was born in and use of milk and dairy
Calloway County and have liv- ducts through advertising and
ed here over half a century. I promotion. They will be levied
love western Kentucky and I at the rate of four cents per
have faith in the goodness and hundred for Grade A milk and
common sense of her people three cents per hundred for
Let's don't let a handful of Grade C milk. The checkoff will
rioters, law-breakers and lazy be collected by the dairy plants
people uproot the good things and remitted to,. the ADA
•
Kentucky.
we have.
Miller urged all dairymen to
Our nation is not without
participate in the' referendum
•(Continued on Back Page)
saying. "This is an important
question for all dairymen to
consider."

WEATHER REPORT

Mee incongruous scene in Miami recently: a bunch of "poor
sipping
marchers"
peoples
drinks in the expensive lounge
of the Fontainebleau Hotel.

45

President Johnson greets Frank Ellis, of Murray, Director of the Food for Freedom Service of the Agency for In
ternational Development. Thso mooting took place July 29
when President Johnson signed the now Public Low 480 Act,
which continues U.S. Food for Freedom programs throughout
the world. Ellis' duties as an official in AID's Office of the
War on Hunger entail the distribution and administration of
'U.S. food commodities in programs aiding the developing
countries. Ellis is • graduate of Murray State University and
a former Administrative Assistant to Congressman Frank A.
Stubblefield of Kentucky. He is married to the former Hazel
Boyar of Bradley County, Tonnossee, and they have two sons.

Three Persons
Are Injured
"Laker" Annuals
In Accident On Sale Thursday

Somobody said it might be a
good idea to also learn Russian or Chinese.

rs

Injured Victims Of
Plane Crash Are
Taken To St. Louis

This 196. Mustang suffered damage on the front end after a collision Sunday afternooh at 4:42 at Highway 121 Bypass and North 16th Street. It remained on the highway after
the collision but the 1964 Pontiac skidded down an embankment at the intersection.
Staff Photos by Gale Garrison
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED P81.88 INTEILNATIONAL

CHICAGO — Former Alabama Gov. George Wallace,
appearing on a Chicago television show (WBBM-TV "At
Random"), answering charges that he is a racist:
"I am not a bigot or racist The bigots and racists
In the world are those who call others bigots and racists."

New Evening Shows on Network Television This Autumn

The front seatbacks in passenger autos should be 28 inches high — several inches
higher than they are now — to

NATIONAL FLEPRESENTATPTSS. WALLACE'MIMS 00_ 161111
Madison Ave. Memphis. Tenn_; nate & Lite Bldg.. New York. WY,
Stephenson Side-. Ostrott,Mink.
Mitered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranernbake ea
Becond Chas Matter

"'The Outstanding Clete Anse er a Commode" Se the
Itessarapese
Integrity if

•

-MOST WANTED" Billy Ray
White (above., described as
moody, viGlent-tempered
and escape-prone alleged killer. is added to the FBI's list
of -Ten Most Wanted Fugitives." He is charged at Albuquerque. N.M. with unlawful flight to avoid murder prosecution
White is 5feet-10, weighs 140-145, has
brown hair, hazel eyes and a
ruddy complexion. He has a
-s-ear on his left temple and a
tattoo on his chest

Juries in rear-end collisions, according to a new study.
This prescribed height was arrived at after a series of collision experiments conducted by
the Institute of Transportation
and Traffic Engineering, University of California at Los Angeles.
The testing of seat designs of
all types, including separate
head restraints, was part of the

extensive study conducted under research grants -from the
Public Health Service's Environmental Control Administration in Cincinnati and the Ford
Motor Company, which also furnished new cars for the testa
The findings also took into
consideration the problem of
vision both from within the car
and for motorists ahead or behind trying to see through the
vehicle. On this point the report states that the width of
the seatback near the top can
be reduced to accommodate in-

Mare Copage and Diahana Car
roll in "Julia," Tuesdays, 8:311
9 p.m.

(-4it
Robert Stack, Tony Franclose and Gene Barry in
-The Name of the Game."
Fridays, 8:30-10 p.m.

•

MEMPHLS Tenn. — The Rev Ralph Abernathy, head
Michael shea, Lu Ann Hasof the Southern Christian Leadership Conference,
ten' and Kevin Schultz In
(SCLC), addressing delegates to the SCLC convention:
Edward Mulhare and Hope
Darren McGavin in -The
Martin Milner and Kent Me"The Neil Adventures of
"November will bring a day of judgement on candiLange In 'The Ghost and Mrs.
i ord in "Adam-12," SaturHuck Finn," Sundays, 7- Outsider," Wednesdays, !Oseveral
dates who cry 'law and order' while circumventing the
audited
Q I've been
Muir." Saturdays. 8:30-9 p.m.
creased visibility without signi7:30 p.m.
lt p.m.
days. 7:30-8 p.m.
courts, and who denounce looting while they engage in times, but none of my friends ficantly reducing the over all
high level influence peddling for massive government have been audited once. Am I protection afforded by a head
on a blacklist or something?
COrltraCLs which exploit the poor."
support.
A -,- No, you are not. Compu- The report also states that
idand
returns
all
screen
"the head restraint in the front
CHICAGO — Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, ters
entify those with certain char- seat unit should be designed as
addressing the United Steelworkers Convention:
examination.
acteristic-s for
an extension of the seatback and
"It is the first responsibility of government to proWhen your return, or the re- preferably not as an attachment
vide safety of life and property. And we shall do it."
turns filed by your friends are or an adjustable unit. The enprocessed, the computers are tire seat should act as a unit,
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Republican presidential candi- prepared to look for certain yielding to impact in the same
characteristics. There is no strength."
date Richard M. Nixon, addressing an aitport crowd:
"This is the year we're going to carry Illinois like it's "blacklist" used by IRS to idenRighard E. Mariand, Ph.D
never been earned before,,and we're going to carry the lify returns for examination. Chief of the Public Health SerQ — Can I have my tax with- vice's Injury Control Program,
nation."
holding reduced when I reach said that the seatback, includDoris Day in "The Doris Day
65'
ing size, angle of recline, and
A — Yes, persons 85 and structure, is to auto riders in
Tuesdays, 9:30-10 p.m.
over may daim an additional a rear-end crash what seat belts
Ken
Berry
in
-Mayberry
K.
F.
exemption for income tax with- are in a front-end collision.
D.," NIonda).. 9-9:30 p.m
do this
And Nathan said to the king, Go, do all that is in holding purposes. ToW-4, Em- In regard to the rear seat of
Wayne
Maunder.
Andre‘‘
a new Form
out
fill
an auto, the study found that
thine heart; for the Lord is with thee. —11 Samuel 7:3.
Duggan and James Nage) in
ployees Withholding Exemption
`moderately severe, 30 mile
How wonderful if we could have such pure hearts Certificate, and give it to your
-Lancer," Tuesdays. 7:30der h..ur collision, a bench seat,
that we could count on God's approval for all our plans. employer. He will tell you when
8:30 p.m.
m
from 21 inches to 25
the change will go into effect.
"es pr_wided good protection
Q — Our apartment was rifl- for the average-sized passenger.
ed by burglars while we were The passenger's head, tests
away on vacation. Since we do showed. did not strike the rear
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
-not have insurance, can we de- window or tlYe area above the ,
duct our losses for tax purpos- window,
Judge Wayion Rayburn, president of the Calloway es'
The rear 'window restrainirg
.
County Bar Association, will be guest speaker at the
A — Yes, a deduction for a action,
however, are not regardmeeting of the Methodist Men of the First Methodist. theft can be taken on your re- ed as satisfactory. -Some form
in
loss
the
only
turn. However,
of rear-seat seatback restraint
Church on August 20.
excess of $100 can be deducted. for the head is recommended,"
Bill Graham of Murray is playing in the 13th
annual To establish a theft loss you the report notes, "whether simJaycee International Junior Golf Tourriament at
Tucson, must be able to: (1) show the ply as an extension in seatback
Arizona.
Witover5etdo.;
date
Mrs.height
or as an extension of
Miss Jean Ann Moubray, daughter of Mr. and
thethe
:padding onto the window ledge
Eulice Moubray, became the bride of Charles L.
(3)
mislaid;
or
lost
not
behind the passenger"
Outland, len and
son of Mr and Mrs Elmus Outland. on August
establish ownership; (4) show. The study was made by Der9.
i wyn M. Severy, Harrison M.
evidence of the cost or other
Mrs. Jack Kelly will return to her home in
.
Raleigh,
basis of the property; (5) snow
N.C., this week after several weeks visiting with
her any; amount taken or allowable IBrink, and Jack D. Baird of the
father, Will Washer, at his home on the Lynn
i UCLA Institute. Other aspects
Rob Denver, Herb Edelman' and
Grove fOT deprecjation,• and 18) show , of the
rear-end collision proRoad.
Jack Lord in "Hawaii FivePatricia Harty (right), Will Hutchins (rear), Peter RobJoyce van Patten in -The Good
or
insurance
of
the amount
Iblem tested included the per.
O.' Thursdays, S41 p.m.
bins, Pantelyn Ferdln in "Moodie.- Thursda)s. 7:30-8 p.m.
Ours," Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p.m.
other compensation for the loss I formance of the fuel tank war
received of recoverable.
der impact, seat structures and
Q — My mother gave me title anchorages. seatback deflection zik; lot in Keeneland Subdivi
to her home as a present. Will and permanent deformation, don.
LEDGER A LWES FILE
any tax be involved'
Calloway County Land Corn
head restraints, lap belts, and
A — Gifts are not taxable to padding for passenger protect- pany, Inc., to Carol L. Barnet
Leonard Vaughn, president, presided at the meeting the person receiving them. ion
of Nashville, Tenn.; lot in Pine
However, the person making
of the board of directors and committee
Bluff Shores Subdivision.
chairmen of the gift may be liable for gift
L. D. Miller, Jr.. Frances Milthe Murray Lions Club held at the City Park.
fts to
f the ngis3
e oore
tax if trhsoenviaslum
ler, T. C. Doran, and Lou DoRev and Mrs. Manuel Garcia of Buenos Aires, Ar
xne
ren to Jessie E. Spencer, Jr.,
gentina, announce the engagement arid
approaching in any one year.
and Joyce Rae Spencer; 30.54
Marriage of their daughter, Ruth, to Hugh T.
allows
McElrath, The gift tax law also
acres on U. S. Highway 641.
eon of Mr and Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath of
each person to make a total of
Murray.
James A. Cox and Dorothy
Lakeway Shores Inc., to Ed
free gifts which
The Calloway County Fair got underway August
18 530,000 in tax over a period of . ward Wallace and Viola Wal Cox of St. Louis, Mo., to Wilat Outland's Loose Leaf Floor with fair
may be spread
liam C. Cornell and Rosemary
officials preyears or used in any one year ! lace of McKenzie, Tenn.; lot
dicting larger and better exhibits this year than
ever in addition to the $3,000 annual in Lakeway Shores Subdivision. J. Cornell; lot in Panorama
.before.
Thomas Roberts and Arneta Shores Subdivision.
exclusion. Your mother may be
Funeral services were held July 18 for Mrs.
Clifford W. Farris and Faye
Roberts
to Eddie Morgan, 6 39
•
Gertrude entitled to use this provision of
Giest Blaylock, wife of Arthur S. Blaylock, Sr, of
H. Farris to Gaery C Farris
yuff
Tupelo„ the law in the situation you de- .acrcaleskownsyPincoe
Miss She has many relatives and friends in
County Land Corn. and Geneva Farris. property
this county, scribe.
Old Concord and Boydsville
I have to do anything Pany, Inc., to Clyde R. Cissell on
Q—
Road.
Bardweil;
lot
in
.0f
Pine
Bluff
I
when
receive
LOW-COST HEALTH CARE PROTECTION
I
stubs
Nith the
Clifford W. Farris and Faye
;ep Lilt income and social sec- Shores Subdivision.
Ray
Gene CourseY
DESIGNED ...ESPECIALLY FOR YOU
Weer
atihyerltyo and
v,..eath
john_Ba
Harn,
Barwrs H. Farris to
urity taxes I take out of my bara
and Cheryl Coursey; property
that
you
may pursue your college education without fear of
So
employees' wages?
on Old Concord and Boydsville
A — The stub you receive Brandon and Helen L. Brandon; Road.
serious financial loss due to sickness or accident.
when - you make a deposit thy- .lot on Kirkwood Drive.,
BENEFITS IN BRIEF
ugh the Federal tax deposit '
nc
s‘1,
..ontinuous
e
Lakeway
Shores. Inc., to
1, BLUE CROSS 170 DAY) COMPREHENSIVE PLAN —
s• stem is for your records onFrom 1 p
ly. It should not be filed with Thomas W. McBride and Padlfor hospital care with $25 daily room allowance.
LINCOLN. Neb. (UPTi TT* y-tur quarterly Form 041 re- In.----T.---MeBricle of Selmer,
Other COVERED hoIIià1 servTieis PAID IN FULL,
Tenn.; two lots in bikeway
best way to prevent infection. turn.
by United Press International
from poison ivy, poison oak,
Q — I took a second job this Shores Subctivision.
2. BLUE SHIELD (S405) SURGICAL-MEDICAL KAN —
or poison sumac is to know summer and social security tax
Sherwood Potts and Lucille Today is Monday. A
for physicians care what those plants look like and is being taken out of my pay. Potts to Ted W. Potts and Ruth the 232nd day of 1368 witli 13".
PLUS — X-RAY and ANEStHESIA allowances
to
follow.
stay
as
far
away
High.
on
Potts,
withholding
1.2
acres
from
to
G.
them Can I stop this
ITS LO LLY MODNE
as poe.sible
AND IN -HOSPITAL MEDICAL allowances
The moon is between its last
since the maximum will be tak- way 121.
/Mrs.Brown,you've
(Injuries resulting from intercollegiate athletics and college infirmary rare —NOT (0ORO)
for social security on my i Floyd T. Taylor and Neva quarter and new phase.
en
; It. Taylor to 0. C. (Bill) Tay
The morning star is Sateen.
Lilac a lovely daughter
The second best way, for regular job?
SPECIAL FEATURES
The evening star is Venus.
those who know they are sus.
— No. The law requires . lor; 3% sores in Calloway Co
A
HERMIT
HERMAN'S
'round
•
Year
unty.
COMPREHENSIVE
socprotection — single or family
in
history:
this
clay
withhold
On
to
employer
reptible
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1. David Peass
'lb Fad. IMMO
2. Sober Isaac
Dodos, 21,Ne
3, Nell Castles,
Pia/wroth 21,224
I. Rey Treer,
Pastlae.
11,11 Seitort,
Pad, VISO
I. Jaw Themes
'67 Ford
1. Envie Prvell
'67 Coedits
Walston
0
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N.C., '67 Ford
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14. Pe• Natoli
'66 Dalin
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Cautions On
Poison Plants

— ALMANAC

Today & Tuesday

51C/N
firi.NA.
,

MtTROCOLC

Wed. thru Sat.*
INEY SET CRIME RACK 100 YEARS!

wax
piston,

1
110A DULL
MOMENTigteMleal

to severe plant poison- eaAi
Calloway County Land Corn
ing is to buy a preventative ial security tax on the first $7,skin spray
•
800 in wages paid each em- ParlY, Inc., to Mike, Danuta.
ployee. If more than the max. Christopher. and Stanley TumBut when It happens—when our= has been withheld from ilowia of Glendale Heights,
junior stray§ into the poison your combined salaries, then Ill.; lot in Pine Bluff Shores
Ivy patch, or the picnic blanthe excess may be taken as a Subdivision.
ket is spread right next to s
nd
your income tax re- 'Evaon
poison oak tree—here is what
.1-Eva
Rcnial
Junde Ed
Ror:rd
rts R°be
to Pet
rtaer aW".
turn
to do, advises Helen Becker.
Q — I'm 'Mending a church Whaley and Beryl M. Whaley;
University of Nebraska Extenonvention as a delegate this lot in Bagwell Manor Subdivision health education -specialtake a charitable non.
ist:. Wash thoroughly with summer. Can I
David Nanney and Thelma
expenses'
soap and water then with rub- leducti,n,for my
A — If you are attending as Nanney to Cart Wayne Ellis
bing alcohol Then apply the
may and Patricia Faye Collins El.
old timer's remedy of crushed an official delegate you
lis; lots in Alina.
contricharitable
a
as
deduct
jewel weed
also known as
Juanita Martin and Elberta
unreimbursed
ti-ayour
bution
touch-me-net and snapweer!
vel expenses including meals Martin to William E Blankenor a nee- poison plant
and lodging. Other personal ex. ship, property on Van Cleve
from a arug. store.
• penses should not be included Road.
James M Billington and Shir
For
orareally
see bad
a 4catleor°1-Plai.i. nor should the expenses of your
ley Billington to John F. G
you.
with
go
they
if
family
poisoning
do
Kowalzik and Sharon Kowal

• Semi-Annual billing at your home
• Special rate available ONLY -to full-time UNDERGRADUATES
• NO enrollment fee or medical enimination required
• Protection may be continued after graduation
WHO IS ELIGIBLE) All fo/1-1(me undergraduate students ...attending on accredited
university, college or business school (Normally students over age 19 are no/
covered by their parents Blue Cross and Blue Shield Family Plant

In 1915, two Americans were
killed when a German u-boat
torpedoed the British liner
"Arabic" in the Atlantic.
In 1955. the worst flood in
the history of the northeastern
United States killed 200 per.
sons and destroyed or damaged
20,000 homes.
In 1964. James Meredith became the first Negro to graduate from the University of Misrsissippi.
In 1988. a 44-day airline strike
ended at a cost of $1.5 billion.
A thought for the day: Bernard Baruch said "America has
never forgotten --, and will
never forget — 'the nobler
things that brought hefinto being and teat light her path."

•
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ENROLL NOW. . . IN THIS BROAD HEALTH CARE PROGRAM
AT SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Complete and mail coupon below!

DON'T WAII
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BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3 101 Bardstown Road

Louisville Ky 40205

Phone 452-1511

Please send me, without obligation, complete Mformation on'
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The tenth annual Kentucky
Lake Fall Fishing Derby gets
underway Thursday, August 15,
About three or four weeks ago 1 went out to the City and continues to November 1.
Park to take a picture of the last two teams left in
the Cash in the amount of $5,000.00
playoff in the Park League. I was to run. the picture of will be awarded in the grand and
weekly prizes.
the team that won the final game of the play-off. As
everyone connected with the team knows, I never ran
No entry fee: anyone who is
the picture.
an overnight guest of particiThe Yanks Were the winners as they defeated the pating motels, resorts, or rentCute by the score of 10 to 6, in the third and deciding ing a houseboat is elegible to
enter fish caught from Kengame. We are sorry that it took so long to get the pie- tucky Lake in
"A" Division of
tune in, but they say better late than never.
the derby.
Another picture which we have been trying to get in
Weekly cash prizes of $25
is one that we received from the University of
Kentucky and $10 will be awarded for
showing Stan Key and some of the other members of
the two largest fish caught
the Cats team studing class schedules, SO I
guess this (black bass,crappie, pike, white
is "catch up on pictures week" at the Ledger & Times, bass and catfish). Grand prizes
for the three largest fish caught
or at least in the Time Out column.
will total $2,350 in the "A"
Division.

Kent Met," Saturp.m.

•

TEAVER VILLE, N.C.
(UPI) — David Pearson roared to the lead of the
NASCAR grand national Western North Carolina 500 yesterday in the 149th lap and
never lost it to walk off with
the $3,500 first prize money.

4
41

IT WAS THE Spartanburg,
S.C. ace's third straight grand
national win and his 13th of
the season.
Pearson's 1968 Ford was
followed most of the way by
Bobby Isaac in a 1987 Dodge.
But Isaac had to make an unscheduled pit stop on the
27811I lap that put him two
laps behind Pearson. Isaac
finally finished second, three
laps behind Pearson.
Pearson averaged 73.613
mph. in running the 500-lap,
250-mile event in 3:23:34.

)oris Da‘
1-10 p

•

inian and
The Good
:30-9 p.m

THIS WAS THE 11th running of the annual event. No
one has ever had a repeat
victory. Three former winners fell out as the starting
field of 29 dwindled to only
• nine finishers.
Bobby Allison came in 12th
after d r o pp i n g out with
trransmission trouble after
275 laps. Darel Dieringer
dropped out on the 119th lap
with a broken drive shaft and
Richard Petty made only
52 circles before a broken
a-frame forced his retirement
Here are the top ten finishers:
•

1. David Poarson, 5oartanbura, S.C.,
61 Ford, 13.500
2. Bobby Isaac, Catawba, N.C., '47
Dad's. 11.110
1. NMI Castlas, Caarlartto, N.C., '47
Plvrnowns 11,250
4. Roy
Lak• View, S.C., '67
Pontiac, $an
S
Bill Seifert, Skyland. N.C., '1111
Ford. $7511
0, Jobe Thomas, Carlitiansaurt Va.,
'67 Ford
7, Irwin Pruitt, Spartanktri,
'67 Deems
Oardnor, LawrtnburS,
S.
Walston
N.C., '47 Ford
11. %Vandal] Scott, Danville, Vs , '47
Ford
10. P•• Hamilton, Cnarlotte, N.C.,
'04 Dodos

Wo!ves 'Clipped,'

4-2

PASADENA. Calif.
:)akland's Ademar Saccone
scored three goals to lead the
:tippers to a 4-2 victory over
:he Los Angeles Wolves yesterlay before 1,719.
ft

MONDAY — AUGUST 19, 1968

Ky.Lake Fall Fishing Derby
August 15 Through November 1

-byGALE
GARR ISON

Pearson Wins
Weaverville
NASCAR Race

— inunassz. skalvatatina

Frank Robinson Keeps Eye
On Pennant For Baltimore

By FRED McMANE
homer and rookie Brant Alyea
Frank Robinson is seeing cracked a pinch-hit homer for
things much more clearly now Washington
and as a result the Baltimore Lew Krausse walked Rocky
Orioles haven't last sight of Colavito and Frank Fernandez
the American League pennant. to force home two runs in the
The AL championship is still 10th inning and give the Yanka long way off for the second ees their victory. Lindy McDanplace Orioles, but if Robinson iel, who allowed ant one hit
continues to hit the way he did in 3 1-3 innings of relief, reSunday the Orioles might still ceived credit for the win.
have a chance of overhauling
the league-leading Detroit Tigers
7HNO11
.
1,‘Cs.s."100041kW4.vs“
,
42.4.4
,
4d •
Robinson, who has just about
recovered completely from the ie, SkUtdineki
PITTSBURGH—Fred Patek of the Pittsburgh Pirates slides
,
.
. 2
double-viaion he incurred after A,
home safely under leaping Los Angeles catcher Jeff Torborg
A,
A,
a head injury last season, drove A,
in the seventh inning of their game. Patek scored from third
Registered overnight campers in four runs Sunday with a e,evewt."7-42vvir.:-...vaoe-rvvrae004:e
when Bob Bailey threw wildly past Torborg on Maury Wills'
( participating campgrounds ) homer, single and a double to
two-out, bases-loaded bunt. Pittsburgh won 3-0.
By United Press International
are eligible to enter Kentucky pace the Orioles to a 7-1 victory
over the Minnesota Twins.
AnsarIcan League
ings.
The triumph, coupled with
Sunday's Results
W. L. Pct. GB California 6 Washington 4
Lake fish in''B" Division where Boston's 4-1 victory over De78 44 .639 —
Boston 4 Detroit 1
;800 will be awarded in grand troit, moved the Orioles to Detroit
71 51 .582 7
Chicago 4 Cleveland 2, 1st game St. Louis 10 Atlanta 1
prize money for black bass, within seven games of the leag- Baltimore
67 57 .540 12
Chicago 8 Cleveland 1, 2nd Philadelphia 5 San Fran 1
crappie, pike white fish, cat- ue leaders with 40 games re- Boston
New York 8 Houston 1, 1st
Cleveland
68 60 .524 14 game
fish and blue gill.
maining to be played for each Oakland
game
62 60 .508 16
Baltimore 7 Minnesota 1
team.
Houston 5 New York 2, 2nd
New York 57 61 .483 19
Today's Probable Pitchers
In other AL action, Chicago Minnesota
The derby is sponsored and
57 6.4 .471 20%
Washington, Moore 1-5 at game
conducted by the resorts, mo- swept a doubleheader from California
56 67 .455 23
Oakland, Odom 11-8, 11 p. m Cincinnati 2 Chicago 1, lit
tels, boat docks, and other bus- Cleveland 4-2 and 8-1, Californ- Chicago
51 71 .418 27
Baltimore, Hardin 15-8 at game
ia
beat
Washington
8-4
and
New
45 75 .375 32
California, McGlothlin 8-10. 11 Cincinnati 6 Chicago 3, 2nd
Trent row, left te right: Terry Grogan, Mark Outland, inesses in Kentucky Lake area York edged Oakland 7-5 in 10 Wash
game
including Benton, Murray and
Sundays Results
p. m.
Greg McReynolds, Bob Thurman, Mark Thomas, Mickey
inninge.
New York 7 Oakland 5, 10 innPaducah.
New York, Bahnsen 11-8 at Pittsburgh 5 Los Angeles 1
Cincinnati swept a doubleSpann. Back row: Terry Vance, Rickey Miller, Don
Minnesota. Chance 11-11, 9 p.
header from Chicago 2-1 and
Today's Probable Pitchers
Thompson, Chuck Etetta, Joe Orr, Jimmy Palumbo, Additional information may be
6-3,
Philadelphia
defeated
San
Boston, Bell 10-8 at Cleveobtained by writing to Kentucky
Coltish Cheater Themes is behind the group.
Francisco 5-3, St Louis routed
land, Tiant 18-8, 7:30 p m.
Lake Fall Fishing Derby, P.O.
Atlanta, Stone 3-1 at Chicago
Atlanta 10-1, Pittsburgh whipOnly games scheduled
Box 147, Benton, Kentucky
Holtzman 8-9, 2:30 p. in.
ped Los Angeles 5-1 and New
Games
Tuesday's
42025.
Pittsburgh, Blass 9-5 at CinYork topped Houston 8-1 beWashington at Oakland 2 twi- cinnati, Arrigo 8-7. 8 p. in.
fore losing 5-2 in National Leanight
St. Louis, Gibson 17-5 at Philgue games.
Baltimore at California, night adelphia, Fryman 11-11.
7:30
11th Weimer
New York at Minnesota, night p. m.
Robinson cracked his Ilth
Detroit 2, On-night
Chicago
at
Los Angeles, Singer 9-12 at
homer of thes yea1* with the
Boston at Cleveland, night
Houston, Giusti 7-12. 8:30 p. in.
bases empty in the sixth inn.
San Francisco, Bolin 6-4 at
ing, singled home a run in the
National League
New York, Koosman 16-7. 8
seventh and doubled home two
W. L. Pct. GB I p. m.
more runs in the ninth to help
79 45 .637 —
St. Louis
MONDAY, AUG. 19
Dave Leonhard notch his sixth
/
2
Cincinnati 63 56 .529 131
8:30-11 p. m. — NFL Pre-Seavictory in 11 decisions.
Tuesday's Games
San Fran. 64 58 .525 14
son Game . . Green Bay vs.
Winning pitcher Juan PizarChicago
64 61 .512 15n
Chicago. Ch. 5.
ro squeezed home the tie-break•• • •
Atlanta at Chicago
Atlanta
63 60 512 15S4'
ing run and Dalton Jones folPittsburgh at Cincinnati, night
THURSDAY, AUG. 22
Pittsburgh 59 64 .480 191
/
2
lowed with a two-run homer as
St. Louis at Philadelphia, night
10:30-11 p. m. — Munson Out56 65 .463 214
the Red Sox defeated the TigLos Angeles at Houston, night
doors . Ch. 8.
New
York
57
69
.452
23
ers.
••• •
San Francisco at New York,
Houston
56 69 .448 231
/
2
The Tigers' only run came
nista
SATURDAY, AUG. 24
Los
Angeles
54
88.443
24
12:30-1 p. m. — Car and on Willie Horton's 28th homer
of the year in the fifth inning.
Track . . . Ch. 4.
Joel Horlen and Tommy John
e el.
each turned in a six-hit perLeft to sight: Tom Parker, Collinsville, DI; Jim Jarrell,
14 p. m. — Baseball . . .
formance as the White Sow
Charleston, W. Va.; University of Kentucky basketball Ch. 4. (Tigers vs. Yankees)
beat the Indians twice. The two1411 Olive Blvd.
e el.
trainer Dr. Claude Vaughn; and Stan Key, Calloway
route going performances were
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
4-5:30 p. m. — Wide World of
the first turned in by a White
County.
Truly Fine Cleaning 'Phone 753-3852
Sports . . . Ch. 8.
Sox pitcher since Aug. 3 and
••••
were
the
only
two
victories
for
9-11 p. m. —NFL Pre-Season
the White Sox in Cleveland this
Game—Green Bay vs. Dallas.
season
Ch. 5.
240-FOOT DIVE U.S. Navy
Throwing Error
••••
diving instructor Robert
A
throwing
error
by
pitcher
SUNDAY, AUG. 25
Croft, 34. goes dowri_on his
Phil
Ortega
and
sacrifice
flies
2-4 p. m. — Soccer . . . New
by Roger Repo7 and Jim Fre. 240-foot dive off Fort LauYork vs. Detroit. . . Ch. 5
• • ••
Phone 753-2621
vosi in the eighth inning en- derdale, Fla., a record withSMI W. Main Street
abled
the Angels to scone three °tit breathing devices. Croft,
Golf.
4-5:30 p. m.
from Mystic. Conn., said this
Philadelphia Classic, final round runs and whip the Senators.
By A DALY
Frank Howard hits his 35th ts his lost competitive (hve
'non from Durocher who was
UPI Sports Writer
thrown out of the game.
Although many people might Al Spangler, sitting in the
of
Rose
11,111111111111enir
Pete
Laugh, hustling
Cubs dugout, rushed third base
the Cincinnati Reds hasn't con- umpire Shag Crawford and tried
oaded the National League pen- to punch him. He too was
•
nant to the St. Louis Cardinal's ejected.
despite their commanding 134 Tempers remained high and
same lead.
before the contest was over
The barrel-chested outfield- Randy Hundley was ousted pro.
er, who collected six hits in 10 testing too loudly on a foul
at bats and raised his league- tip and Rose was ejected in
leading batting average to .342 the ninth for arguing.
was instrumental in the Reds
Stretches Hitting
doubleheader sweep over the
Tony Perez homered in both
Chicago Cubs Sunday.
game for the Reds and stretchIn the first game, with the ed his hitting streak to 16
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Reds protecting a 2-1 lead, he games. George Culver, 10-12,
cut down Phil Regan at the and Gary Nolan, 5-2 wetie the
piste with a perfect peg from winning pitchers.
Ton through 20 Ton
right field as the Cub relief
A nine-run first inning in
MURRAY, KY.
753-6168
501 N. 4th ST.
hurler tried to score from se- which 14 Cardinals paraded to
cond on Glenn Beckert's single. the plate lifted the leagueIn the nightcap he used his leaders to an easy victory over
bat to spark his team, crack- the Braves. Roger Maria and
ing out four hits, one of them Orlando Cepeda each delivered
his eighth homer of the year, as two hits in the uprising and
the Reds won 6-3.
the Cardinals collected 16 hits
In other National League ac- off three Atlanta pitchers.
tion St. Louis buried Atkusta
Richie Allen clubbed an eig10-1, Philadelphia topped San hth inning home run to snap
Francisco 5-1, Pittsburgh down- a 3-3 tie and when the Giants
ed Los Angeles 5-1 and New brought in a southpaw reliever
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale
York and Houston split a dou- to pitch to Bill White, the Philtwo tracts of standing, marked, hardwood timber
ble header with the Meta tak- lie first-baseman also hit a
-located in Henry County, Tennessee.
-ing the first 8-1 and the Astnos homer to give the Phalli their
One tract, lying on West Sandy River, approxiwinning the nightcap 5-2.
insurance run.
mately 10 miles southwest of Paris, Tennessee,
The Pittsburgh Pirates scorConsists of an estimated 439,936 board feet. The
Florin*
Bizarre
two
of
them uned three um
Other tract, lying on Turkey Pen Creek and at
The first Cubs-Reds game
earned, in the bottom of the
Porter's Switch, approximately 8 miles southeast
saw a bizarre argument flareup
seventh to break a scoreless tie
in the seventh inning when
of Paris, Tennessee, consists of an estimated
and give Bob Veale his 10th
umpire Chris Pelekoudas judg160,716 board feet.
victory in 22 decisions.
ed that Regan was throwing an
The New York Nets bashed
Sealed bids will be received by Tennessee Valley
count
illegal pitch. With a 1-2
10 hits and took advantage
on Mack Jones, the plate um- out
Authority,
Division of Reservoir Properties, 202
of four Houston errors in the
pire ruled that the count shoWest Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee, until 10
game to back Don Card.
first
uld be 3-1. This brought Leo
well's six-hit pitching as the
a.m. CDT, August 30, 1968.
Durocher scraming onto the
righttunder won his
field and after a five minute hard luck
Parties interested in inspecting the timber should
game against 10 lossargument, Jones resumed his seventh
contact the above office Bid forms and detailed
es.
stance at the plate with a 2-2
Dennis Menke's two-nin bases
information may be obtained from the office of
count.
loaded single in the eighth in,nthe Manager, western District, Division of ReserHe flied out to center field
second game sparkvoir Properties, 202 West Blythe Street, Paris,
on the next delivery but nein ing of the
three-run rally that led
Tennessee, telephone 642-2041
koudas ruled the pitch a ball ed a
come-from-beHouston to its
.olemn Julius Boron and his son. Julius Jr .
HARRISON.
nil the second
because of an illegal pitch.
victory.
green during the faSnoin nestchester Golf Classic. while an unidentified woman at right
This triggered another explo• hind
korps wore.
%nri the A50,004 first prise by see stroke, so the frowns turned to s.mtics.
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Cherry Topping
Make cherry apricot sauce
for ice cream Drain I
ounce) jar of red maraschino
cherries, reserving 2 tablespoons of syrup Chop cherries
and blend with 1 112-ounce)
jar of apricot preserves. La teaspoon of grated lemon peel. 1
tablespoon of lemon juice and
reserved syrup Chill Serve on
vanilla ice cream Makes lee

Fashion Show
Shows Trend
hi Styles

By JOAN KAPPA
p.A nes tuv — The 1968 fallTo prevent rhubarb's bright winter fashion collections that
hothouse pink or garden red ended WecinsodaY in Patti
color from stripping off, use
seemed to mark an important
Tuesday, August 30
kitchen scissors to cut stalks
turning point in styles.
Circle I of the First United
Into inch-sized pieces. To keep
First, to understand Freneh
Methodist Church WSCS will
their shape and firmness and
season, from the
meet at the social hall at two
to prevent shredding into a fasnion this
p. m.
mass, cook with twice as much nee acceptance of miniskirt*
•• •
sugar as would be needed for to the sudden scorn of "bourThe Women's Society of
sweetening. Use 1 cup for each geois" luxury, you have to try
dhristian Service of the Marpound 1312 to 4 cups of wash- to understand French poles.
tins Chapel United Methodist
ed, drained, and cut rhubarb.
Or at least understand the
the
May-June
of
Church will meet at the City
Do not add water. Cover and peitics
Park at 6:30 p.m. for a potluck
cook over boiling water, with- "French Reviution."
out stirring, 30 minutes. Chill.
It was that violent upheacal
suPPar• ••
If some of the garden rhubarb which brought spring business
is too green, red food coloring to a standstill, blocked delivery
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or
can be added after chilling.
der of the Rainbow for Girls
of materials for the July-August
showings, and changed the atwill meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
tituie of the French public to•••
ward fashion itself, that made
The Woman's Missionary Sec.
the Paris styles differ irom
iety of the First Baptist Church
Rome, New York, London and
Madrid.
will meet at the church at 930
asa.
In Paris. there was little ex
•••
perinaentation with longer hemWednesday, August/ 21
BERKELEY Calif. IJPI— lines, for instance. as there was
Complaint officers whose job it in New York when almost every
The Elm Grove Baptist
would be to cut through bu- designer showed some of the
Church WKS will hold its cirreaucratic red tape tor ordi- maxi or midi well below the
cle meeting at the church at
nary citizens should be estab- knees. lengths.
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Charles
lished at all levels of governIn fact, some of the mod
Burkeen as the leader.
merit, according to a University tusts of Paris, like Feraud.
• ••
of California conference rec- Cardin, and Courreges all but
The Coles Camp Ground Meommendation.
did away with the skirt by
thodist Church Women's SocThe office of ombudsman, so cropping hemlines to astronoiety of Ctristian Service is
named in Sweden where it was mically new highs.
scheduled to meet at 7-30 p.m
first established. is needed to
•••
All three showed skirts vary"amplify, the voice of the citi- ing from mid-thigh to higher,
Thursday, August 22
halls
of
governzen In the
tights, boots or stretMrs. Paul Dailey, Sr., will be
mthe-report of the West- worn with
suits. Ungaro was
teacher for the book study to
ern American Assembly on the ch jump
much in the same vein, but he
be held by the Elm Grove Bapombudsman said.
The report urged that om- generally kept his hemline at
tist Church WKS at the church
budsmen be introduced at fed- four inches above the knee or
at ten am A potluck luncheon
eral and state levels "to hu- substituted slacks or brief
will be served at noon. Visitors
manize the remoteness an bloomers.
are welcome.
Gabrielle Coco Chanel was
• ••
occasional harshness" of larg
bureaucratic government units the last honirest and even she
MISS CAROL SUE EAVES
Friday, August 23
S
showed shorter skirts that had
Mr. and Mrs. Tillman F. Weaver of Murray Route Five anThe fifth and sixth grade
pants
party at the Oaks Country Club nounce the engagement of their only daughter, Carol Sue Eaves, The world's oceans, ice fields, removable knee-covering
has been cancelled due to school to Mike McDougal, son of Mr. and Mrs. William McDougal, form- lakes, rivers, soils, rocks, and underneath.
Here at a glance are some of
atmosphere hold about 326
erly of Murray. now residing in Bowling Green.
opening.
the major trends from Paris
•• •
Miss Eaves is a 1967 graduate of Calloway County High million cubic miles of water.
• • •
couture:
+School. She is employed at Jerry's.
The wings of a mosquito beat
—A silhouette which emphaMr. McDougal is a 1967 graduate of Murray High School.
The Van Antes belt is the
about 300 times a minute.
sizes body curves. There are
region of settee around the Sit aLso attended Murray State L'niversity.
• • •
alternatives, one
two major
earth that is coriTrolled by the
The spotted skunk is the which skims the knee slightly,
A late September wedding is being planned.
earth's magnetic field.
most agile of all skunks.
sometimes outltrag the bosom,
or one which is belled in tightly at the waist for an hourglass
your apartment that you can't do in hers. I think you should p
effect. Dior, St. Laurence, Ricci
on doing what you're doing.
and Chanel are in the former
school: Feraud and Cardin are
solidly in the latter.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "AGNOSTIC": Yes. I believe in
—The importance of trouspraser But I don't believe one can beg his way into heaven
ers. After nearly disappearing
with prayers. He must earn his place there by his performance
last spring, pants of some sort
en earth.
are back importantly in every
collection except those of FeEverybody has a problem What's years? For a perseaal
raud and Cardin who prefer
reply write to Abby. Bel win Los Angeles, Cal., NOM and
long, long boots or tights with
~lose a stamped. self-addressed eavelope.
microscopic mini-skirts Rieci
Shows long trousers underdrear
HATE TO WRITE LETTERS* SEND 11 TO MIRY. BOX
es. Gres shows tight-fitting
Wm, L06 ANGELES, CAL, Mess, FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET
knitted pants that step just
*MOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS."
above the knee under short,
fall-kirted coats.
—Black, gray and dark brown
as the basic colors of the wardrobe, sparked with red, yellow or blue at most houses, with

SCE CALENDAR

Eaves-McDougal Engagement

jpiKJAI,/ri

— tsk"...ay."• a.. 11108

KING FEATURES SYNDICATE'
RELEASE WEDNESDAY, AUGUST Cl, lees

AUTOM011

Cups.

1957 GMC
1963 motor, I
condition. C
5 p. m.

CHE1
1958
truck. 1958
sedan. $195.1
lor Gulf Stat
and Main.

4

1964 PONTIA
hardtop, witt
er steering
Ford Galaxie
top. Locally
mileage. Car
Station. Co:
Main.

••
Wont Plenty
Of Ombudsmen

r

"""Decut-vact•il..

Neighbors Shouldn't
Be So Nosy!
By Abigail Van Buren

4

W0/449 Wido4

1963 CHEVF
door sedan,
door hardtop
Gulf Station.
Main.

WOULD YOU BELIEVE that" this charming dining room also serves as a pleat room?
Bed is hidden away in good-looking cupboard at left_ When needed, it folds down in a jiffy.

auevt Room
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
MO MATTER bow small a
Summer house or a Winter apartment may be, there's
always room for an overnight
visitor if you plan for an instant guest room when you
are selecting furnishings. The
nice thing is that a guest room
can literally be anyplace at all
—even in the dining room.
•The -guest room" pictured is a winner. It took first
prize in a room design competition sponsored by Cons°,
and it is easy to see why.
•Who would think of a
convertible dining room designed to serve for ale-sing at
night" The answer is Juleen
Seese, who hid a fold-down
bed in what appears to be an
ordinary cupboard.
• The hideout is not at all
evident by day when the area
is used for meals. By night,
the cupboard door folds down
and becomes the base of a
bed.
• A similar cupboard is
available that stores a bed
lengthwise in a good-looking
cabinet that is lower and longer.
• Other ideas that create
-instant- guest rooms include
using sofa beds. Happily, they
no longer have that overWHEN t'ARINET DOOR is pulled down it becomes the base
stuffed look. Instead, they are
of a single bed It's a neat and a comfortable arrangement.
sleek and slim. Some styles
are even raised from the floor
on well-turned legs. And, in- opens into a bed. And don't any time at all.
cidentally, they are available forget the foldaway cot that
Plan wisely when you furin a wide variety of styles.
stores in a closet or the
nish a home and you'll find
• For cramped quarters, a trundle bed which stands that there's always room for
good bet is an ottoman that ready to serve guest needs one more to stay over.

— Mrs. Juanita Amonett.
Se.
Girls just because you don't
have school each day during
the summer, there is no excuse
to play hooky from good grooming. Any hair — dry or oily —
is exposed to atmospheric soil
and needs to be shampooed at
least once a week for cleanliness and beauty. In case of
dryness, lubricate both the
scalp and hair with a pre-shampoo hot-oil treatment every
week or two. Then lather up
three times to remove all the
oil. — Mrs. Dean Roper.
• ••
Fear'Feelings play a big part
in our personality. Fear is one
of the feelings we often have
and can be valuable. It is natural to have fear in time o
belf harnair
protecutliownn.en not
er eoarnse
ear
ng
daF

off-beat combinations of rust slung on a chain around the
and purple, brown and blue at neck at Lanvin.
—Evening dresses often are
St. Laurent. Pastels at Dior as
an alternative to black for ev- cut exactly like daytime dresses, only out or richer fabrics
ening wear.
—Short coats some cut ex- or the same fabrics, only floor,
actly like duffle coats down to length Lots of velvet and
the hood and toggled fasten- transparent black chiffon, orings, is the newest answer for ganza and mousseline for evkeeping warm. Wrap coats or ening.
trenchcoat styles as fingertip
length also important all day
CURIO OP MEASLES
long, look smartest with pleated
DEAR MISS G I don't know who the men are and what
skirt flipping beneath.
WELLESBOURNE, England
they are doing there but there is a lot to be said for minding
—Long suit jackets that at Ceti—
Queen
Victoria
and
ones own business.
lead cover the hip, sometimes Prince Albert have finally
One of the summer magics
It's never too soon to plan
almost fingertip length, worn been cured of the measles, the
zipper. Use a for your future. Young men
over tunic blouses with high Wellesbourne Agricultural Sc
DEAR ABBY My little daughter-in-law is the sweetest is the decorative
colorful striped or patterned and women who are making
necks, Both jacket and trunk search Station said Sunday.
child and I love her clearly, but I wish I could tell her NOT to
ribbon, a fancy braid, lace or career plans should consider
are often belted and sometimes Victoria and Albert are BriTRY SO HARD when she invites Dad and me to dinner She., any trim; and top stitch it to
the expanding food industry.
a chain belt is the only jewelry tain's most famous strains of
wants everything to be "just so." which I think is the tape of a zipper. Sew the
The
rhubarb and measles is a mot
population
explosion
worn with the costume.
little
thing
knocks
herself
poor
out.
and
commendable, but the
decorated zipper as a top ap- • means that more food is need—Wider shoulders without tied virus that had hindered
I feel guilty for having made her work so hard
plication on the garment. It is ed. And moving this food from
padding. Most designees cut their growth.
I wouldn't embarrass her for. the world by going into her an easy zipper application and ! farm to table requires many understood. Fear is harmful lots of short sleeves out of
the
iiitchen to "help- hee5but believe me, she could use some help.- • is especially good for the self. people in many different fields
when it does not lead to worth- sane piece am the bodice, some-_
When we arrive, she's in the kitchen struggling with five or sin- help garments of young chin of work. In addition, such in- while action. Fear is a natural times cut the bodice so that ft- Herring scales provide a las%
sooes Ingredient in imitation
dren. Further instructions may stitutions as universities and
d.fferent kinds of hot hors d'oeuvres, and dpring dinner she's
rls, nail polish and lipbe obtained by writing Cather- the US. Department of Agri- and valuable emotion, but al extends over the edge of the
either in the kitchen or jumping around •'serving" us I wish I ine C. Thompson, Area
wrong reactions. If it shoulder.
sta
Agent in culture, as well as industry, has many
—Narrower belts except at 6•mi•m.••=m,
means of escape t
could tell her if she'd just throw some hamburgers on the grin,. Clothing. Hitkman. Kentucky. hire men
and women trained is used as a
Courreges,
of
life,
it
Feraud and Cardin.'
problems
ghee a few tomatoes and open up a 'quart of ice cream
the
Mrs Catherine C. Thompson.
avoid
in food science, nutrition and
Lots of tie belts, sometimes out
fabric
•• •
dessert, we'd love it But no. she insists on making the most'
hideThern Out!.
research. — Mrs. Maxine Gilt can or very harmful_ Timidity
of ler,
leather, sometimes out of
You'll find more bright, bold Fm.
complicated dishes which require hours of time and
'Weathered
brown spots on the
•• •
colors when you shop for new
tremendous effort
r.tion to
ron
ofg freeak
surface of your hands and face tell
erPt°4affi
is Aanosthm
—Tiny neat hair styles. elpots
and
pans.
Leading
color
is
,
daughter-inWhat
new
tell
her
sweet
the
mother-in-law
about
world
you're
savings from
getting old -perHow can a
August
is worry. It is true that
avocado and newest is golden quantity buying' Be careful! fear
haps before you really are. Fade
ther by cropping hair verY
law that she'd rather have her company and simple food than
no one is completely free from
them
away
with
new ESOTERIyellow
—
both
keyed
to
major
The big economy size may mean worry, but 1nost people worry short or by chignons Long falls
the most elaborate meal in the world? She reads your column.
18 through 24
C& that medicated cream that
appliance colors. There's also only big waste at your house.
of
hair
were
to
elaborate
Fear
used
necessary.
is
than
NO NAME, PLS
more
hreaktup roasses of pigment on the
red poppy, some coppertone and If it all can be used, however,
the looks for evening but dill
skin, hips make hands look white
and worry interfere with clear
a
bit
of
blue.
•
-kept
food
very
in
simple
by
action.—
comparison
the
effective
But
since
it
up.
Large
young again. Equally effective
can't.
you
brought
can
or
pack.
and
DEAR NO NAME: She
thinking and
Manufacturers are betting age is usually a good buy, but
with last season's extravaganon the face', neck and arms. Not a
Irma Hamilton.
man, older, experienced women can also learn this levities
Miss
cover-up. Acts in the skin -not on
women will want whole sets of not always The container with
•••
When asgaest accepts an invitation to dinner. he wants to find a cookware in one color — or
it. Fragrant. grea
base for
the lowest cost per ounce is "Area rugs can become a ma-Tights replace stockings for
softening, lubricaton as it
HOSTESS — sot a "GHOSTESS." Simple feed served in a maybe a mix of two colors, the best -buy.
warmth in many collections.
them
use
—
you
Miss
when
Patricia
carpet
clears up those blemishes. If you
gic
related atmosphere is enjoyed far more than the most elegant There are canisters and small Everett,
Dior's super-shiny stockings are
on Benton Highway
have these age-revealing brown
ts highlight a particular portion
•• •
gourmet fare offered by a worn out, fretful nersous wreck who electrical appliances in some of ,
an
immediate
hit
for
dress-up
spots,
blotches, or
it
into
divide
room,
lf MI North of Murray
your
of
..
7.
if you want clearer, sn''---e-A
the same hues.
has rib% totals slaved for hours
stockings,
A too-high ceiling can be spaces for special activities, or occasions.
Dark
lighter skin, use
This strong color trend is in painted in a more vivid color
__black, brown and dark green,
If she reads my column. I hope she doesn't miss tbis one.
simply supply a spot cif warmth.
ESOTERICA. At
Hons.
lecro
an
kl end
nontfrin
ast
e etohintalie
lire popular.
the room's propo
Unn
The difference between a n
your favorite drug
Cookware
—Shoes and boots changed
in
any
other
soft
Au
and
-;example
:example
Kester
would
and
toiletry counbe
rug
Cotton
propertfor
a
area
DEAR ABBY I have heard that it is perfectly
seasons.
lees.
than
they
have
for
provide the accessory colors gold,ceilingoaAth the color carter. $2.00.
Evangelist
floor covering is primarily the
gentleman to visit his fiance in her apartment for dinner, for a kitchen done in neutrals - tied down the
for
wall twelve in- size and shape The size should Shoes are very chunky
ESOTERICA SOAP softens skin,
watching TV. or listening to stereo But a lady may not visit and wood tones — Mrs. Barand finished with a wood relate to the size of the room. street wear Boots are somehelps clear surface blemishes. ComLeon Penick
are
atthat
they
times
so
high
letta Wrather.
her fiance in HIS apartment for the same reasons,
a
small
room
moulding Woodwork could be Too large a rug in
bats dryness.
•• •
fifties
[ if age is
Pastor
late
pants
heavy
elastic
tached
to
OUT
in
widower
apd
We are a widow
In the same gold and walls in will be overwhelming Too many
and pulled on like tighte.
Young people are needed in a weak value of gold. The vivid
any yardstick! We have no parents or children to chaperon us.
small rugs placed in a large
COME WORSHIP
—Shoulder bags virtually are
the food field — and among the gold could also be used in
a
create
WONDERING
scattered,
can
What do you think'
so
,re
.upWITH US
the only kind being shown.
many opportunities in foods bolstered pieces or
Mild—
Mrs.
look
hazard
accessories hap
7:30 Each Evening
Tiny tags at Dior, roomy ones
41E. AR WONDERING Siece there is nothing yea cam do is maybe just the career for you. along with oliees and browns. red Potts.
at Chanel, and like fulin muffs

DEAR ABBY. I live in an apartment house which caters
mostly to elderly ladies One is an old maid about 60 who
teaches school She and her friend, who is nearly ISO. are prim
and proper as lavender and old lace but they entertain men
until all hours of the night and well into the morning Some
even stay for the week-end The teacher has two week-end
guests who alternate
The landlady does not seem to mind but I think it looks
temble It gives toe whole building a bad name. Am I being
MISS G. AGE 70
too old-fashioned'

1956 CHEVR
nlng conditio
489-3153 bef(

•

1965 MUST,
Automatic, 2.1
and brakes. 1
est. Custom
automatic. C
Gulf Station,
Main.

6 1983 FALCO:
sedan. 1963 I
door sedan.
Gulf Station.
Main,

1960 CHEVR(
gon, excellent
753-2477.

•

1965 SIMCA,
Good conditk
after 5:00 p.

HELP
a..

TOY LADIES
evening demo
gifts. No inve
alog. Car and
Call Hardin
Toy Ladies I
town, Pa.

LADY TO ST
Lady recuperal
Light house
6030 after 5

Insurance A
arid lire,

(Anima resultii
industrial anc,
train you to
asid, full tin,
*witch over tr
____Iyiernent anal.
APPS

Mame
Address
City
Zip

FALL

•

REVIVAL

Drug

_

I.

•

1966 ClIENIti
good shape.
pick-up. Phon

1963 DODGE
Phone 437-33:

Those Horrid
AGE SPOTS*

SCOTTS DROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

I

1965 CHRYS
door sedan.
double power
Super 88, tot
factory air a
• and brakes.
Gulf Station
Main.

*

1 - Mode
I - Mode
only
1 - D•17
2 - D-17
1 - 4000
3 -65 NI
1 - 50 51
1 50 M
2 - Mass
2 -Juba
1 - 1952
1 - Supe
1 - WD
7 - Mode
haule
3 - #66
2 - #510
robot
2 - #410
strav
3- b300
robot
2 - A 61
1 - E Gli
Special
D-15 Al
'Nktch ar

J01

WAT

-_!

•

▪

d u8

PAur rivs.

a Al6

1

Bo;SO,Tiatie
1*A Rant Ffte
rfiRotaw THE
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE

NOTICE
pick-up with
1957 GMC
1963 motor, 8-ply tires, in good ELEC"TROLUX SALES & Sercondition. Call 753-8411 after vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
A-20-C M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
5 p. m.
Lynnville, Ky.
Sept. 7•C
pick-up
CHEVROLET
1958
truck. 1958 Oldsmobile 4-door WILL DIG YOUR water lines
sedan. $195.00. Cain and Thy- ; with ditch witch. See Bradley
lor Gulf Station, corner of 8th lOverbey or Lawerence Overhey.
A-22-P
A-19-C Call 753-1844.
and Main.

u

-'S

1964 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-door
hardtop, with factory air, powor steering and brakes. 1964
Ford Galaxie 500, 2-door hardtop. Locally owned. Real low
and Taylor Gulf
mileage.
. Cain
Corner
of 6th and
Station

om^
if

rin a

producers and those who share
Convertible. in the proceeds of the same.

MUSTANG

1965

Automatic, 289, power steering Voting time shall be between
and brakes. 1964 Pontiac Temp- the hours of 9:00 a. m. and
est. Custom 4-door sedan V-8 4:00 p. m. at the Callow-ay Coautomatic. Cain and Taylor unty Courthouse.

•

•

Producers will be asked to
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
A-19-C vote on the question of wheMain.
ther or not to levy an assess1963 FALCON Ventura, 4-door ment on milk sold to any com4.
sedan. 1963 La Sabre Buick,
mercial firm at the rate of four
door sedan. Cain and Taylor cents per hundred for Grade
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and A milk and three cents per
A-19-C hundred for Grade C milk. The
Main.
CHEVROLET
Station Wa- assessment shall be deducted
1960
gon, excellent condition. Phone from the seller's check, by the
A-20-C buyer. All funds collected are
753-2477.
to be administered by the
1966 CHEVROLET, pick-up in American Dairy Association of
good shape.. 1956 Chevrolet ; Kentucky for research, adver* pick-up. Phone 753-1408. A-20-C tising and promotion of milk
and dairy products.
1963 DODGE, good condition.
Signed: J. Robert Miller,
Phone 437-3321.
A-20-P Commissioner of Agriculture.

6

1965 SIMCA, four-door sedan.
Good condition. Call 492-8637
after 5:00 p. m.
A-21-C

evening demonstrating toys and
gifts. No investment. Color catalog. Car and phone necessary.

SERVICES OFFERED

Call Hardin 437-6231, or write keen,
Ladies Party Plan, Johns-

753-6191.

A-21-P

Toy

town,

Pa.

LADY TO STAY in home with I
Lady recuperating from surgery. r
Light house work Phone 7536030

after

5:00

p

m. TFNC

Insurance Adjusters . CLAIMS ADJUSTERS
and investigators are badly needed due to -.the

WITHIN EASY walking distance of down-town, an unusually nice brick with spacious
family room with fireplace, 2
bedrooms, carpeting, central
heat and air-conditioning, and
2 baths. A full basement and
garage.
FOR THOSE of you who want
a fine home just a short dis-

FALL TRACTOR & COMBINE SPECIAL

•

ACROSS
1 Talk idly
6 Roman
goddesses
of destiny
11 Inclines
12 Worships
14-Possess
15-Evergreen tree
17 Note of scale
18 Devoured
19 Wiser
20 Sesame
21-Prefix. down
22-Swift
23 River duck
24 Landed
properties
26 Fur-bearing
mammals
27 The sweetsop
28 Pretense
29 Works at one's
trade
31-Assorted
34-Lubricates
35-Climate (poet )
36-Chinese
mile
37-Printer's
measure
(PI.)
38 Form
39 Shallow
vessel
40-Note of
scale
41 FIX
indelibly
42-Man's
nickname
43-Declares
45-Encomiums
47-Writing
tablet
48 Cook
in oven

40

DOWN

43

1-Pieces of
dinnerware
2-Wander

1 - Model #`190 Allis Chalmers Diesel Tractor
1 - Model #180 Massey Ferguson Gas Tractor,
only 700 hours
1 - D-17 Allis Chalmers Series 3 Tractor
iTN
2- D-17 Allis Chalmers Series 2 Tractors
1 - 4000 Ford Gas Tractor
3 - 65 Massey Ferguson Gas Tractors
1 - 50 Massey Ferguson Diesel Tractor
1 50 Massey Ferguson Gas
2 - Massey Ferguson #35 Gas
2 -Jubilee Ford Gas Tractors
1 - 1952 Ford Tractor
1 - Super M Farmall
1 - WD 45 Allis Chalmers with Power Steering
7 - Model #72 Allis Chalmers Combines, overhauled and ready to get your beans out
3 - #66 Allis ('halmers Combines, real good
2 - =510 Massey Ferguson Combines with cab,
robot, straw choppers and corn headers.
2 - #410 Massey Ferguson combines with robot,
straw choppers and corn headers
3 - #300 Massey Ferguson Combines with cab,
robot, straw chopper and corn headers
2 - A Gleaners with cab and robot
1 - E Gleaner with cab
Special closeout prices on two new D-17 and 2
D-15 Allis Chalmers tractors with three point
'-‘4Itch and all the extras.

JOHNSON MACHINERY
Irtiori CitN, Tennessee

WATER VALLEY IMPLEMENT
11ater VAPey, Kentucky

wooded land. Served by a public water
system
Beautiful
wooded building lots could be
sold off this property. Let us
show you this place and make
us a bid; owner is anxious to
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pliances. On large lot. See or
James R. Hamilton. 753-

A-21-C

OWNER, two
bedroom
BY
franie house on So. 15th St.
Call 492-8637 after 5:00 p. m.
A-24-C
OWNER:
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by Charles M. Schulz
JOGGING IS /W.( THING!
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
" 14INK
-- SHE'D SAYE Z
.
ENOUGH SENSE NOT T' EVEN
SHOW HERSELF IN
PUBLIC ."

OUR ;SCHOOL 150ARD MUST
HAVE 8EEN TOUCHED IN THE
HEAD To HIRE THAT WALKER.
WOMAN!? MARK MY WORD,
PUBLIC OPINIOSI'LL SHOCK
SOME SENSE INTO 'EM
71

I. 11.• U S re.
'04.0 S. lt.•$••

Lil' Abner

,
.11....••••••••

by Al Capp
'YOU SIGN UM DEAL FOR
DAUGHTER.'.' •fai NOT
SPEC'F-•1 WHICH
DAUGHTER!!

A

three-bedroom

house, gas heat and air-conditioning. Large lot on 10th Si.
Call 753-4417 after 5:00 p. m.
TFC
-FOR SALE BY OWNER. New
three bedroom Wick. Located in
Ceniral
Keeneland.
air
and
heat. Carpeted throughout. Bath
and one-half. Built-in applian-

ces. Medium price range. For
appointment call 753-3672.
A-20C

••

• vi

10
13

A: 19

call

BY

9

on

sion. Also three-bedroom brick
house, nylon carpeting throughout, central heat and air, Pi
tile baths, built-in Tappan ap-

4516 after

a

lei.t.‘
I
.:.X 12 I
W.
16

HEY, STUPID---THE
SEEDS ARE OVER
HERE
4426-7
\

Ntaik
°
o
ircos•

field
Loan
behind.
transferable.
$50.00 payments. Also 100' x
150' lot in Kingswood Subdivi-

15:00'p. m.

39-Wooden
pins
41-Music:
as written
42 Tibetan
gazelle
44 Mans
nickname
46 Behold!

28-Pump
29-Bards
30 Boundaries
31 Bivalve
mollusk
32 Kite
33 Eats
35-Pursue
38-Let it stand

.xs.;
It
14

D±
,
E ^

MID COM Fl
01311
tLi II

Smo.

SRETA WALKER, NEW SCHOOL
PSYCHOLOGIST, IS THE MAIN
SUBJECT OF coNVERSATION
sell.
AROUND CRABTREE CORNERS
TUCKER REALTY & INS., CO.,
502 Maple Street, Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753-4342; Donald
R. and Pearl T. Tucker-Home
Phone 753-5020; Bobby Grogan
-Herne Phone 753-4978.
H-1TC
5-ROOM FRAME house
wooded lot with 34 acre

Pup
•
efina coati ma
POMP EIMEIOGii

3-Simian
4-Symbol for
tellurium
5-Eludes
6-Diminished
7-Hebrew
month
8-Rocky hill
9-Teutonic
deity
10-Continued
story
11-Tint
13 Trades for
money
16-Protectrve
stueld
19 Satiates
20-Athletic
groups
22-Evaluates
23-PtagLe
25-Caudal
appendages
26-Mortiikation

by Ernie Bus/unifier

tance from town. let us show
you this 3-bedroom brick with

tremendous increase in
Selma resulting from auto accidenta firsi floods, robberies. storms and formal dining area, lovely livindustrial accidents that occur daily Insurance Adjusters School• c a n ing room, 1'1 baths, 2-car gatrain you to earn top money in this fast moving, exciting. action-pecked rage. This beautiful Roman
field, full time or part time Work at your present lob until ready to brick is located 2 miles from
switch over to your new career through excellent local and national amp.
Murray on a paved highway in
oloyrnent amistance Wail Coupon Today. No Obligation
an excellent neighborhood. This
APPROVED FOR VETERANS UNDER NEW O. I RILL.
INSURANCE ADJUSTERS{ SCHOOLS
106.6. Oil home is in a top state of re1572 N. W. 7 Street, Miami, Florldra 33125
pair; lot is over 1 acre in size.
, Marne
Age
ABOUT 4 miles from Murray
Address
on Highway 94, a 14 story, 3City
State
• Phone
zip
bedroom brick, in good condiR-ITC tion. Situated on 4 acres of

•

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Nancy
AUCTION SERVICE
Household & Real Estate
WAYNE WILSON
Plum* 753-3263 Or 753-5086
TFC

111T4 WANTED NOW
TO TRAIN AS

rid
S*

FOR SALE

FRESH HEARING All) batterHERE IS A real nice 4-beoroom
ies for Belton* and other make
house, two bedrooms upstairs
hearing aids, Wallis's Drugs,
with bath and two bedrooms
Murray, Kentucky.
TFC
downstairs, with bath, large living room and entrance hall carGALLON
American
stan1-32
peted, large den and kitchen
dard electric hot water heater.
combination. Carport in back.
1-30 gallon State electric hot
Back yard fenced, also has outwater heater. 1 sump pump. 1
side storage.
Afro American furnace, naturNEW three-bedroom on Glendale Road, all carpet through- BY OWNER: 3 large bedroom al gas. 1 lot of inside and outout, Pi baths, built-ins and brick house, located on Doran side doors. Call 7534417 after
TFC
garbage disposal, central heat Road. Central air and heat, 2 3:00 p. m.
full baths and carpeted throand air. On real nice lot.
KING SIZE Englander foam
THREE BEDROOMS,- newly de- ughout, lot 110' a 200'. Call rubber mattress and matching DON'T merely brighten your
753-3896.
A-20-C
corated on large lot, describes
box springs. Like new, Clean carpets . . . Blue Lustre them
the very pretty 'brick veneer
Call . . . eliminate rapid resoiling.
$300 new.
Cost nearly
house on Catalina. You can buy
Mrs. James C. Williams, 753- Rent electric shampooer $1.
this house cheaper than paying 3-BEDROOM brick, central heat 3147.
Big K.
A-24-C
and air, built-in range and oven,
rent.
THIS NEW four-bedroom, on on black top street with water RAY HARM Bird Prints for 26" BICYCLE in good condisale. Phone 753-3402.
corner of 17th and Keeneland and sewer. Price $15,800.00.
A-20-C tion. $25.00. Call 753-7492. 1TC
is now ready for sale. It has
1534' BOAT, 35 HP motor and
just about every thing you can 3 - BEDROOM brick, central SUBURBAN TRACTORS Lawn trailer.
All in A-1 shape New
put in a fine home. You just heating, carport. Price $15,000. and garden equipment at great- tires
and battery. Call 753ly reduced prices. Seaford Lawn
have to see this house to ap3578.
A-21-P
and Garden
Equipment,
preciate it. Just give us a call
3
west of Hardin. Phone
miles
-BEDROOM
central
heat
brick,
day or night and we will be
FOR
RENT
Sept.-19-C
glad to point out all the many and air, large carport. Price 437-5312.
$19,000.00.
fine features of this house.
TRAILER
LOTS
on Hwy. 280,
WE HAVE A complete new line
WE HAVE a four-bedroom WE ALSO have other new of fall materials. For all your toward Panorama Shores three
frame on Elm St. One of Mur- homes to choose from in south- Butterick, McCalls and Sim- miles from Murray. Cardinal
ray's best locations, this house west Murray, the fastest grow- plicity pattern needs, come to Ridge Trailer Park. Lots 162 z
has a nice upstairs with carpet, ing section in Calloway County. Nesbitt's Fabric Shop. Highway 100. Call 753-7856 or 753-6231
lots of storage space and large POSSESSION on delivery at 641 South. Phone 492-8211.
and ask for Eddie Morgan.
closets, full basement. First deed on all homes that we have
Sept. 11-C
A-19-C
floor has two nice bedrooms, for sale.
DUE TO divorce, we have a EXTRA NICE apartment for
both kitchen and dinette. The
Singer Automatic, zig-zag sew- college girls, air-conditioned, 2
price is right. Owner has left FREEMAN
JOHNSON, Realtor, ing machine. Monograms, but- blocks from University. Call
town.
Phone 753-2731.
A-20-C tonholes, hems, fancy designs. 753-6429 or 492-8793.
A-19-C
REAL PRETTY two-bedroom
Sold new, $319.00. Assume batframe on north 18th St. If you
2-BEDROOM house located at
ance due of $56.00 or $5.20 per
are looking for well kept, small
1621 Hamilton,
$100.00
per
.month. Call 753-6888.
A-19-C month, near campus, 1 child
place, this one will suit you.
-ForBEAUTIFUL is the word for
accepted. Call 753-7112,
TFC
INSURANCE & REAL
134 FOOT moulded plywood
this three-bedroom house in
MORTGAGE
ESTATE
&
boat
with
$100
best
trailer.
or
NICE
SLEEPING
Meadow Green Acres, has 134
rooms for
offer. Telephone 436-5374.
LOANS
boys, one block from campus
baths, large utility room, douA-20-P :all 753-6425 or 753-5962.
See ..
ble carport, fireplace, in livSPANN & WILSON
ing room, large kitchen and
Sept-19-P
8' x 52' HOUSE trailer. This
Murray, Ky. trailer has been converted
205 S. 4th
dining area.
into TWO-BEDROOM modern trailIF YOU NEED a lot, we have
TFC
a Beauty Shop. Phone 437-3321. er, 10' x 50', newly finished.
it in most any place you want
A-20-P Air conditioned. Located on
to build.
•
So. 16th. Call 753-3855. A-20-C
LOOK at this beautiful gray
brick on Kirkwood Drive. Turn
south off Glendale Road. One
of the prettiest houses inside
and out, that 1 have seen.
ii
IF YOU ARE looking for some
real good income rental property, we think we have one
place that is outstanding, well
kept and all apartments are
furnished. A real buy and good
income.
WE HAVE lake cottages and
lots in many different areas.
SPANN AND WILSON Insurance and Real Estate. Realtors:
Guy Spann, Wayne Wilson,
Box 522, Murray, Ky. Phone
753-3263. Salesman: Charles McDaniel.
A-19-C

A-29-P

u furII find
im for

a akin,
I. Corn-

ITC

SEPTIC TANK WORK. Ditching
contracting. Call Wayne Bur-

BRICK HOME at 1612 Loch
Lomond, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, built-in kitchen appliances, library 14' z 22' with
built in bookshelves, entire
house carpeted, central heat
and air conditioning. Lot 80' ic
220'. Call John Redden, 7534937 for appointment.
Aug -27-C

Peanuts®

imam CARPET SPECIALIST:
Will to wall carpets, rug and
HELP WANTED
upholstery cleaners. Carpets
and furniture cleaned, tinted
and de-mothed. Call 4354221.
TOY LADIES earn $25.00 an
Aug -22-C

base
lent.

on the
'ace tell
d -per?. Fade
/TERIrn that
t on the
k white
ffective
. Not a
-not on
ass for
as it
If you
brown

MAGIC-TRI Bowling League
meeting, next Tuesday, August
26, 7:30 p. m. at the Triangle
Inn. All members are urged
to attend.
A-19-C

CAN'T S1.F.FP? Restless, Nervous' Suffering from insomia?
Tonight try non-habit forming
1963 CHEVROLET Impala, 4- Mart-10 sleep capsules. Holdoor sedan. 1965 Plymouth, 2- land Drugs.
H-A-21-C
door hardtop. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and
LEAGAL NOTICE
A-19-C
Main.
DAIRY REFERENDUM
Pursuant to the authority in1965 CHRYSLER, Newport, 4door sedan. Factory air and vested in me by KRS 247.450 to
double power. 1963 Oldsmobile, 247.505, I. J. Robert Miller,
Super 88, four-door sedan, with Commissioner of Agriculture,
factory air and power steering Commonwealth of Kentucky, do
and brakes. Cain and Taylor hereby call for a referendum to
Gulf Station Corner of 6th and be held September 21, 1968,
A-19-C among Calloway County milk
Main.

•

II

1958 CHEVROLET, in good run- SEE LEON ORR at Dill Elecning condition, good tires. Call tric, for all your electric motor
trouble. We also have fans for
489-3153 before 4:00 p. m.
A-19-C sale.
Sept. 14-C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

a -.1% ILO I./
OA. ay, tou-s
BOY'S Spider Bicycle. Excel- SPACES for mobile home park; Nome
lent condition. Call 753-1336.
ing. 1 3- 10 miles from college.
MADERA, Calif. (UPI, __
A-20-P North 16th extended $20.00 per Nearly a century ago, v..hen
month. Green
Acres Trailer' demand for lumber in the eastA.KC MINIATURE Poodle pupCourt. Also 1 or 2 trailers for ern United States greatly expies. See at 1505 Henry St,
rent, couples only. Call 753- ceeded he supply, the San
Murray, Ky. Call, 753-2234.
4539 or see Walter Conner at Joaquin Valley town of MadeA-20-C
805 Sycamore.
A-23-C ra rose to the challenge.
GOOD QUALITY Straw. Call
Between 1874 and 1932. Ma753-1875.
dera shipped out millions DI
A-20-P
• • •
logs, thus deserving its name
UPRIGHT PIANO,. refinished. New
the Spanish word for "wood'
Hampshite
was
the
first
Call 436-5470.
A-20-P state to declare its
independ- or "timber." Today, Madera
not only still furnishes lumber,
JUST IN TIME for sewing those ence from G,reat Britain.
but has also turned to agricul•
•
•
back-to-school clothes. Enjoy
tural products such as graui,
the use of a brand new Touch The first subway in America fruit and cotton.
and Sew Singer Sewing Ma- opened in Boston in 1897.
• • •
chine in your own home "Free"
for ten days, no obligation to The flower of the month for
steam -stained
Clean
glass
buy. Just call and they'll de- September is the aster or the pans by soaking several hours
mornine
glory.
in a strong vinegar solution. •
liver the model of your choice
for a free courtesy trial. Murray Sewing Center, 13th and
Malys to Saturday s Puzzle
Mein. Phone 753-5323 II-1TC

11
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Hospital Report
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Demo Convention Security Precautions
To Outdo Republicans in Critical 1864

91
Census - Adults
2
Census - Nursery ...
Yams with lemon and spices
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Admissions, August 14, 19411
make a good casserole to serve
Master Ricky Smith, Route 2.
with poultry. Arrans 2 11- ISSM-TV
WLAC-TV
WSIX-TV
Murray; Mrs. Charlotte Hodge
poundl cans of yams, drained,
Chanael 4
Chased $
Chased
and baby boy, 114 College Court
in shallow baking dish. Comcistesine Today
hovel*
**rashest
Ilona Gail Dix,
Murray;
Mrs.
bine 1 4 cup of melted butter,
The
6 2 Menkees
Coster In i.e.('
Go...smoke
Route 5, Murray; Jack Kennedy,
1 tablespoon of grated lemon
The Chemeoces r'- Guns/woke
Cratelly la *Wu
7 1 Slit Chasnakos 4 The Lora Show
The Ilte Pate
peel. 2 tablespoons of lemon
302 South 6th. Murray; Arthur
Conway Mayhew* Andy Griffle Sheri
iwerty
Juice and 1 teaspoon of chinaHargis, Route 3, Murray; John
8 '2 Comedy
NFL PreSsiewei Gerrie Peyton Piece I
Ptevheirso
mon; mix well Pour over yams
B. McMillen, 1315 Glendale Rd.,
NFL Pre,leatocei aa
rar
.Ole Vetter
9 To V;
NFL PrieSemison
bo Vitae,
Bake in preheated 350-degree
Murray; Mrs. Lila Griffin, 500
Sots,
Sat.
NFL Pre.son
News. Whr
oven about 30 minutes. Makes
10 111 VI:
4i.War.;
NFL Pre.
son
Joey Beteg Show
Olive, Murray.
Noon; Whir., Ws.
Jane Sarno Show
4 serAjngs.
Dismissals
Ca1I=
Perry Mahal
Why Gahm Show
Mrs. Ilona Gail Dix, Route 5.
Grthe Show Peery Mem*
teem
Mery °rifle Show
121Mem
Murray; Mrs. Vannie Grogan,
Mery Stein Straw
Route 3, Murray; Mrs. Lurlene
Wilkerson, Route 4, Murray;
TOMMY- MORNING PROGRAhtS
Miss Bonnie Ballentine, Route
tarn, News _
5 -2 *North**
3, Murray; Mrs. Ruthie Todd,
6 go Boyce.
heti, Bores country Juncloon
119 Spruce, Murray; Charles
Borce, fart, Birds Country Junction
=Pasha Show
Nanney, Route 1, Murray; Mrs.
7 ft
TOLD,: WItsr.
Country Junclon
Ye Tatar
Co. Junction. News
Janet Duncan, Route 1, Dexter;
8 2II= Wows
Cartain Kanoaroo
I=
C'Palo Ktooter00
Mrs. Dortha Jones, 702 Broad
Mike Douglas Shea
hammy Roan.
a ./11 Snag Juilewerrot
Murray; Frank KavExtended,
:a) Coar.owlation
Room
, Mike Owes, Show
Romper
anaugh, Box 603, Murray; Mrs.
111 Person/bey
Oct Caret Shoo
Andy of INeyberry
1 %I 30
Cayes
Shoe,
Hollywood Squares Clock Van Dew Show 13.0,
Vivian Mayfield, Route 3, MurI Is Jo:oar/.
I. ore of Llte, News
Bevi,tcryed
• 30 Ere Guess
S tor Two
ray; Mrs. Rubie Fulcher, Route
LAO*, Treasure Isle
3, Murray; Master Russell Dunn,
TLEMAY Allerna
—in
-b1WP
-lat twain**
Box 14, Dexter; Glen C. Mcdiress. S. Cswomation
dram
oust
12 re:.1 r."
Viler Id Turns
Its Happening
Kinney, 801 North 18th, MurSI Days et Ow
-Marry Seendored
Newly wed Game
ray; Cohen Stubblefield, 601
Art Unkefer
.30 The Doctors
Defuse Game
:10 ^newer Workt
Sycamore, Murray; Miss Susan
Tel, True; News
Goner!! lioseinel
30 You Deal Say
The Edge of WPM
Ode 1.00 Ye Ur
Chicago's International Amphitheatre At left is Chicago Mayor Richard 1 Daley.
IIMELECT SIRS.
Seay*, 1006 Solley Drive, Nash2 as Masao Garret; News Secret Storm
Hash 'ia elan:tones
G.,livan's hawed
Dart Shadows •
ville, Tennessee; Mrs. Fannie
,
By JOHN F. 55/4110wEit 41 -1118-tors *Ore a floeet Moe,
lot v,:rre automobiles of a rela-1/11 -eit--Lou Rushirtg, 303 South 5th,
30 hake E rilery
-Edge of Elorttse• I Loot Lace
Centrist Pre sx ANsociation Correspoadent
tively few lucky conventioneers
Murray: Mrs. Beulah Hughes,
5
30 Melon Erne,'
Mos*
News
Here's the latest throttory of 1111 S.CHICAGO -Not since Abraham Lincoln was renominated for will be parked. A helicopter
30 Huntley- Br one.oity
COS Eves*. Ise.n
4 a*tads _
Margie
Murray;
Mrs
Route
4.
Sect $ore daffy bulls — more than
)resident in 1864 at Baltimore with Gen. U.S. Grant -leading landing field has been constructTUESDAY EVENING PROGRAM
125 of then It car... the p-ct..., of
Garland, 521 South 13th, Mureach On.— Ilis ped.dres pertono2nion forces in the bloody battle of Cold Harbor not so very far ed there so that some special
30
13,16Nuse
Today
Paw-tide
ray.
arc* records and outstanding char.
sway, ha.. a national political convention had such massive se- dignitaries can be whisked in
6 30 I Drown of Jeannst Neosho.,
Deaf% VaVa.',Days
Geo ,son's Gord'as
actenstios.
a.ShoesChse '68
Stan H.tchcocs Shoo Garrisons GOrIllas
airity precautions as the Democrats in their conclave opening and out of it.
7 30
Norris
ShoatIrne
Sounds of '68
92
Census - Adults
This boot can be at grout Nip
sere on Aug. 26.
• • • .
011
-No
Man
Is
An
to you in seteCtong the right bulb
Of V
"2
Census - Nursery
'.311
ww., Tak. kunham.. Sounds
Although troops abounded in Baltimor for the gathering of
Movie'
to accenpiosh your purpose —
HALSTE
D' STREET, the
I. increase mile and tat produo.
Admissions, August 15, 19611
10 Movie
CBS News Special
"The War Lover"
the National-Union Party-so named
the Republicans for that
9 30 Movie
Yon. correct wealarwessos or dr
CBS Neon Special
Movie
great thoroughfare cutting
Mrs. Betty Huie. 1304 Peggy trie campaign in order not to offe
hects. and improve tem quakily of
any Democrats who might
n
SO News: WNW
Sots Newt; *Mr.; Sots
News, wer . Sots.
your 11,14.
iTer 30 Test oat Show
Perry Mtson
Joey B,shoo Show
Ann Drive, Murray, Mrs Reba 3e attracted as Lincoln support
the chances are that actual through what used to be called
Perry Mason
it., 13shoo $how
Mrs.
Hazel;
ifturitv
1,
measures
then
Route
wer
Shoemaker,
nothirtg
to compare with those Chicago's Bronzeville. will be
•
It gives you a wide Cherse of A. I.
- 1
• i
Timi"
onionft Sh
Shgw
"
Movie
Joey Et.snoo Snow
Proven, Naturally Proven and poshMyrtle Page, Route 3, Murray; which Chicago's Mayor Ritbard J. Daley, aided by federal and closed for several blocks north
ris .811 More Griffin Shoe, "Count Three and
News
droo-powored Young Sores on every
and south of the hall, and all
U. le Mery Griffin Snow
Pray"
James Stroud, 415 South 8th, state officials, has mobiltied.
dairy and duel purpose breed — in:CC Mery Griffin Sher
crossways streets are being
Movie
The
precautions
started
ch-dm( all the bulls in the co-op
months
ago
McCuiston,
Rt.
when
15
John
M.
fire
Murray;
U
inspectors closed. Only
35
stuos of is•niucky. Centre. Oh..,.
A new antiperspirant that really
busses and taxisNorthern Illonoos End SOuthorn IIIrriors
2, Puryear, Tennessee; Mrs. Lin- began around-the.clock checking of the International Amphi- the latter if they are not
on a works! Solves underarm probWhich make up the Select Sues or.
theatre.
da Witherspoon, 504 Olive. Murliana atter.
The mayor is determined that during the feverishly rapid in- threatened strike then will be lems for many who had deray; A. D. Atkins. Route 1, Dexallowed to discharge passengers spaired of effective help.
More than 1 million tons of
To get your copy of this trot boll
The Danube River carries an ter; Mrs. Jennie Marine, 1604 stallatio of 800,000 additional
Iowa. call us today. If you seNds.
octopuses and squids a r eiannual cargo of 28 million tons.
watts r color television flood- ly are in Charge of the federal - at the door.
Mitchum Anti-Perspirant keeps
vre':1 a I so be glad to give you inEthel
Murray;
Mrs.
Hamilton,
•
•
•
caught annually for food
The Secret ServiCer detail is underarms absolutely dry for
i'g
and the last-minute in- Secret Service,
formation on how sorne of these
Cunningham, South 11th, Mur- allation of
bulls have done for other dory.
•
•
•
being
augmented
by
telephone
nearly
cables
T h e Chinese philosopher
men an this area In building a
thousands of grateful users.
' The long-playing record Was Confucius lived from 551-479 ray.
following the armistice in the
bett•r mar. productive, mere
SINCE early July the entire 1.000 federal agents drawn from
Dismissals
profitable herd.
Invented in 1948. acco:raing to B.C.
electricians', strike against the 140-inan staff of the -emergency throughout the cyuntry and Positive action coupled with
complete gentleness to normal
Herbert Brinn, 809 Wafarop, telephone company, there will
Collier's Encyclopedia
• . •
operations headquarters of the nearly half of Chicago's 11.500
Pop- be no repetition of the holoThe pocket mouse's normal Murray; Rafe Jones, 1308
Illinois National Guard, headed man police force will be on duty skin and clothing is made possible by a new type of formula
Mount Katandin - 5.268 habitat Ls arid regions of the lar, Murray; Mrs. ;$/eva Lue Mc- caust which a few years ,ago by Brig. Gen. Richard T. Dunn, In - and around the hall._
feet - is the highest point in western United States and Cuiston. New. Concord; Mrs. destroyed the city's huge lake- has been engaged in weekly
The city's only concern is that produced by the ttustworthy 55Maine
Hontas Gardner, 1621 West front McCormick Place.
training sessions Eight Min- during the gonvention "emerg- year-old Mitchum laboratories.
Mexico.
•
•
•
• • •
Olive, Muiray; Thomas Farmer,
dred guardsmen have been given linc.Y." it does not strip police Fully effective as a deodorant,
The 1876 Philadelphia World's
-Lead pencils actually are 415 Selith 6th. Murray; Mrs. LATE in July residents of refresher courses in riot control Protection too 'drastically from too, of course' Satisfaction
Pair celebrated the 100th an- Made of graphite, a form of Frankie Moore, 1708 Keenland Chicago's Stsirth Side were start- at the armory near the conven- ether sections. The agents and
guaranteed, or return it to store
niversary of the Declaration of carbon
officers will leave no exit door
Drive, Murray; Hoyt Cleaver, led by the roar of low-flying tion hall,
for immediate cash refund.
military
TDCHNICIAN
Independence
reconnaissance
planes
unprotected,
During
and
the
they
will
convention
ocu/Route 1, Almo; Walker Ooley,
5,500
from Wright-Patterson air base guardsmen will be on_..standby py platforms under the rafters Trade your perspiration worries
MARSHALL-CALLOWAY
Route 1, Hardin.
in
Ohio.
duty
at
0,vo
nearby
armories where they will scan the stene ,for luxurious underarm dryARTIFICIAL BREEDING
They were RE-4 jets making and parks. One thousand a-ill with binoculars. Police also will ness. Get the positive protection
Phone 753-2964
passes at 1,500 feet to take de- camp in Boyce, Playground line tops of buildings in the of Mitchum Anti-Perspirant.
Nearly one oilt of every eight
tided aerial photographs of one- Park, two blocks front the am- areago ISSISals of Ilms Itssillwrag
Liquid or cream.
deer
permits
issued
in
Nebras- mile square around the
ArtilloWs Droodbos Asa*.
gigantic phitheatre and in Ful1er Park.
7th St./'53-l751
This is Mayor Daley's answer
90-day supply, $3.00
ka in 1967 went to bow-and- hall.
These pictures are the five blocks away.
to threats which have been
arrow hunters,
blueprint for the elaborate seA high steel fence has been heard for months that the concurity measure!: which nominal- constrycted -to shield the hall's ventii n v‘-ill,be disrupted.

Federal State Market News
Service, August 19, 1968 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 2502. Barrows and
Gilts, Fully 25e Higher: SOWS,
Steady to 25c Higher
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $197540.25;
Few 1 & 2 to $20.50;
US 24 190-240 lbs $19.25-1975;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $18.75-1925;
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $18.2548.75;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $16.2517.25;
US 1-3 300-450 lbs 515.50-1650;
US 2-3 400-600 lbs 51475-15.50.
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CLEANERS
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SPECIAL GOOD ALL WEEK

Holland Drug

Joe Curd Rogers
Funeral Scheduled
Tuesday Morning

Ladies Day Planned
At Calloway Club
Carol Hibbard will be the hostess for thb ladies day golf to
be held at the Calloway County
Country Club on Wednesday,
August 21.
Due to the continuance of
the match play tournament, the
ladies will be paired at the tee
at nine a.m.
A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon.
Winners for the ladies day
golf last 'Week were ,,Betty Lowry, medalist. Lou Doran, mid
score, and Beth Belote, best
sport.
Sadie West was the golf hostess. A ladies day luncheon was
served with Betty Mercer as
chairman of the hostesses.

Funeral services for Joe Curd
Rogers, age 49, will be held
Tuesday at eleven a.m. at the
chapel of the J.11. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Gerald Ellison officiating.
Interment will be in the Murray Cemetery with the arrangements by the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
may call.
Rogers was drowned at Lingston Lake near Detroit, Mich.,
on Tuesday, August 15. His
body was recovered on Thursday night.
Survivors are. his parents,
Joe W. and Sylvia Curd Rogers
of Detroit, Mich.; one- daughter,
Mrs. Lynn Stable of Melrose,
Mass.; one son, Joel Guild Rogers of Los Angeles, California;
New York state is the world's
one sister, Mrs. Mary Ann Nesslargest shipping and air cargo
lar of Chicago, Ill.
center
Rogers was the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Rogers and Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Curd of Calloway County.
..0000octoc ONE
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LYNDIA COCHRA11
DANCE STUDIO

Tap - Ballet - Acrobatic and
Modern Jazz
THURSDAY, AUGUST 22nd
2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
DIAL 753-4647
-

MEMBER OF C.N.A.D.M and 8.A.D.M.
LI LULU W !LULA LIU LSI

Offer Good Tuesday and Wednesday,
August 6 & 7
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Letter To Editor

imperfection - neither am I.
Our elected officials have faults
and err - so do I. Our parents
are sometimes wrong - so am
I. Our law officers are humanso am I. Yet with all these
weaknesses, I wouldn't want to
live in Calloway County without laws and law officers. Would
you?
I teach my child that all laws
are not good - work to insprove them in a legal way, but
still obey them; that officers
make mistakes, but they sal
are legal authority, obey them;
parents are not infallible, but
love and obey them.
Love is greater than hate;
work is more honorable th.-,n
shiftlessness; obedience is more
acceptable than crime; morality is sweejer than sin.
I repeat this to myself each
day to strengthen and sustain
when the - affairs of this world
'
seem too big.
Let a better world begin with
ME
Yours Truly
Mame signed-but-new •
it not be printed)
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